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Abstract 
Fuel cell membranes undergo simultaneous or individual chemical and mechanical 
degradation under dynamic fuel cell operating conditions. This combined stress 
development effect compromises the functionality of the membrane and ultimately, the 
overall durability of the fuel cell system. Therefore, it is critical to understand the underlying 
degradation mechanisms and failure modes under operational conditions. In this thesis, 
an extensive research methodology including accelerated stress tests, visualization 
techniques, and finite element modeling is adopted in order to understand and mitigate 
membrane degradation. The membrane characterization is facilitated using a non-
invasive laboratory-based X-ray computed tomography (XCT) system for 3D visualization 
of membrane damage progression over the lifetime of the fuel cell. The 3D XCT approach 
is first applied to understand the degradation mechanism responsible for combined 
chemical and mechanical membrane degradation. The XCT approach is further expanded 
to 4D in situ visualisation through periodic same location tracking within a miniature 
operational fuel cell. Fuel cell membranes with mechanical reinforcements and chemical 
additives are tested as existing mitigation strategies for the isolated degradation stressors. 
Under pure chemical degradation, the chemically and mechanically reinforced membrane 
does not show membrane thinning or shorting sites and exceeds the lifetime of the non-
reinforced membrane by 2x. The reinforced membrane also mitigated/delayed the crack 
development during pure mechanical degradation as compared to the non-reinforced 
membrane. However, significant membrane degradation is still observed and attributed to 
buckling and delamination mechanisms within the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 
Mitigation of these mechanisms is demonstrated through two novel approaches proposed 
in this thesis: i) reduced surface roughness gas diffusion layers (GDLs); and ii) bonded 
MEAs. Both mitigation strategies are tested using the same experimental workflow and 
shown to provide substantial mitigation against fatigue driven mechanical membrane 
degradation via reduced membrane buckling, resulting in a doubling of the test lifetime in 
each case. Complementary finite element simulations corroborate the experimental 
findings and further estimate the critical GDL void sizes to prevent membrane buckling 
and the required interfacial MEA adhesion quality to stabilize the MEA for improved 
membrane durability.  
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 
1.1. Objectives and Scope 
The longevity of a fuel cell system is its ability to withstand irreversible degradation 
over time under different operating conditions [1]. The degradation of the ionomer 
membrane within the fuel cell system can directly impact the overall performance and 
durability. Hence, there is a necessity to understand the degradation mechanisms 
responsible for failures and address them with suitable mitigation approaches.  The overall 
objective of this work is therefore to obtain a detailed understanding of degradation 
mechanisms in fuel cell membranes and evaluate possible mitigation strategies relevant 
to operational modes in automotive applications. In the present thesis, this is achieved 
through a sequence of experiments covering accelerated stress tests replicating 
operational scenarios, periodic tomographic characterization, mitigation concepts and 
complementary finite element analysis. In brief, the overall scope of this thesis includes 
the following approaches, 
a) 3+1-D ex situ imaging of chemo-mechanical membrane degradation: Expand 
the 3D visualization methodology formerly demonstrated for membrane failure 
analysis to examine the growth of membrane degradation during the 
operational lifetime of fuel cells. The damage development within the 
membrane is correlated with the supplementary diagnostics parameters at 
different life stages.  
b) 4-D in situ characterization of pure chemical degradation: Novel in situ 
visualization of same location within MEAs containing different fuel cell 
membrane types subjected to chemical degradation. To achieve the 4D 
visualization approach, a custom designed small scale fuel cell fixture is used 
to house the MEA and failures are brought about by pure chemical stressors 
of membrane degradation.  
c) 4-D in situ characterization of pure mechanical degradation: Similar to b), 
periodic structural investigations of membrane damage evolution during pure 
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mechanical degradation procedure. MEA with reinforced membrane is used 
to test the mitigation against the mechanical stress cycling.  
d) 4-D in situ characterization of mitigation of mechanical membrane degradation 
(Part I): A gas diffusion layer (GDL) with low surface roughness is applied as 
a novel MEA design strategy for mitigating mechanical membrane 
degradation. Correlative finite element investigation is adopted to ratify the 
experimental observations.  
e) 4-D in situ characterization of mitigation of mechanical membrane degradation 
(Part II): In this mitigation approach, an adhesion improved MEA is 
investigated as a novel strategy to arrest membrane buckling during 
mechanical stress cycling. Similar to d), complementary finite element 
simulations are performed to corroborate experimental observations. 
1.2. Background  
Growing energy demands has led to increased dependency on fossil fuels. 
However, the use of fossil fuels leads to increased emission of green-house gases such 
as CO2, N2O, CH4 and fluorinated gases, which leads to poor air quality and global 
warming. Global warming leads to changes in weather patterns, frequent droughts, and 
flooding around the world. One of the primary contributors to this environmental pollution 
is the transportation industry. Electrifying the transport system is one of the most important 
approaches to mitigate the air pollution.  
Hydrogen-based fuel cells are one of the leading contenders for the substitution of 
internal combustion (IC) engines for automobile applications, owing to their noise-free, 
tidy, and dynamic operation [2]. The primary advantage of hydrogen fuel cells is that they 
require shorter refueling times and provide longer ranges as compared to the battery 
vehicles. Several automotive companies are actively working for large-scale adoption of 
fuel cells for automotive applications. In recent years, these programs have been 
tremendously boosted by extensive subsidies and public policy frameworks from their 
respective federal and state/provincial governments targeting massive decarbonization of 
the energy system.  
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Figure 1.1. Schematic sketch of an operational PEMFC [3]. 
A typical fuel cell produces electricity through an electrochemical process by 
converting hydrogen and oxygen into water (Figure 1.1). They operate much like a battery; 
except they do not require electrical recharging time and again. Proton exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) among different types, are considered best suited for 
automotive operation due to high performance at low temperature range. Significant 
advancement has been made in PEMFC technology in the recent past primarily in the 
areas of improved volumetric and gravimetric specific power density and effective material 
utilization. However, the durability and lifetime of the PEMFCs has been a major research-
intensive challenge for large scale commercial adoption of the technology. A PEMFC is 
fabricated in the form of membrane electrode assembly (MEA) which comprises of: (i) a 
central polymeric membrane, (ii) anode and cathode catalyst layers (CLs) composed of 
carbon-supported Pt and ionomer; and (iii) gas diffusion layers (GDLs), typically carbon 
paper coated with PTFE and a microporous layer [4]. During the operation, the H2 gas 
supplied to the anode side diffuses through the GDL and oxidizes at the anode catalyst 
layer forming protons (H+) and electrons (e-). Meanwhile, air is supplied to the cathode 
side from where O2 gas diffuses through the GDL to the cathode catalyst layer. The central 
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membrane facilitates the transport of protons but prevents the electron motion, which in-
turn is pushed through the external circuit. The primary anode, cathode, and overall 
reactions of the operational fuel cell are outlined below in equations 1-3. 
 Anode reaction (HOR):  H2 ⇒ 2H+ + 2e- Eo= 0 VSHE (1) 
 Cathode reaction (ORR):  ½ O2 + 2H+ + 2e- ⇒H2O    Eo= 1.229 VSHE (2) 
 Overall reaction:  H2 + ½ O2 ⇒H2O  Eo= 1.229 V (3) 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Typical polarization curve for a PEMFC with different losses such as 
activation, ohmic and concentration losses [5]. 
The basic electrochemical potential of the fuel cell reaction restricts the voltage 
output to about 1 V for a single cell. For automotive applications, several cells can be 
connected together to build a stack, to achieve greater voltage and currents [4].  Under 
nominal conditions, the theoretical open-circuit voltage (OCV) of PEMFC is around 1.23 
V as shown in Figure 1.2. However, the voltages generated tend to be typically less than 
1 V due to the several losses which eventually influence the overall activity of the fuel cell. 
Though no current is taken under OCV state, there is still substantial voltage loss due to 
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reactant crossover and electron leakage across the ionomer membrane. And different 
types of losses show up at varying levels of current drawn. For instance, activation losses 
occur at the kinetic region i.e. at low current densities [4,6]. This is primarily due to the 
energy barrier related with the electrode reaction. The second type is the ohmic loss, which 
is proportional to the current and is mainly prevalent at the medium current density region. 
This loss is primarily attributed to the resistance of different fuel cell components such as 
the bipolar plates, electrodes, membrane, GDL, CLs and interfacial contacts which cause 
voltage loss and subsequent current density reduction [4]. The third type is the mass 
transport loss, which occurs at high current densities, when there is higher water 
generation. This could cause flooding thereby blocking the reactants to reach the MEA 
components [4,6]. This is the dominating loss at high current densities as it leads to major 
drop in cell voltage. In addition to these inherent losses, the deterioration of fuel cell 
materials in an operational set up could lead to more loss of overall efficiency. 
Furthermore, the reliability of the membrane is vital for achieving greater durability and 
longer lifetime of PEMFCs.  
1.3. Membrane Degradation and Lifetime 
Perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer membranes are generally used in the 
PEMFCs because of its high proton conductivity and chemical strength from the PTFE 
(polytetrafluoroethylene) backbone. The lifetime requirements prescribed by the US 
Department of Energy for fuel cell systems range from 8,000 hours for automotive, 25,000 
hours for buses and 40,000 hours for stationary applications [7]. Under practical operating 
conditions, the fuel cell stack could undergo start-stop states, contaminants in fuel and air, 
freezing, humidity cycling, which compromise the chemical and mechanical stability of the 
fuel cell stack. However, there is a lack of evidence from the field and accurate models for 
lifespan estimation. Therefore, durable materials and fuel cell technologies that 
substantially surpass goals based on lab-scale accelerated reliability tests are required at 
this stage to reduce uncertainty. 
For fuel cells to satisfy commercial requirements and compete with hybrid engines, 
it is important to enhance the membrane lifetime, which may affect the overall lifetime of 
an operational fuel cell. The operational conditions of the fuel cell can cause severe impact 
on the membrane leading to several damage features such as cracks, divots, tears, 
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pinholes and delamination [8,9]. These defects can compromise the basic functionality of 
the polymeric membrane and lead to early breakdown of the fuel cell.  
The underlying degradation mechanisms must be carefully addressed in order to 
create new materials and technologies, which can help improve membrane longevity and 
thereby increase the overall performance of PEMFCs, by making them more robust and 
cost-effective. PFSA ionomer membranes under operational fuel cell conditions undergo 
three types of degradation mechanisms namely: i) thermal, ii) chemical, and iii) 
mechanical degradations [10,11]. The intensity of individual stressors is amplified by the 
presence of other stressors, which could lead to a combined synergistic effect [12].  
1.3.1. Thermal Membrane Degradation  
Thermal degradation of ionomer membranes is caused by thermal variations which 
occur at temperatures over 100°C [13,14]. The high temperature fluctuations over time, 
without proper humidification causes severe membrane breakdown leading to 
decomposition of main and side chains [15]. One mitigation approach that is used to lower 
the thermal degradation is to incorporate a cooling component which will help to regulate 
the temperature [3]. On the other hand, subfreezing temperature can impact the 
membrane during fuel cell operation. The frozen condition can lead increased contact 
resistance between the membrane and the adjoining CLs [1]. The impact of freezing can 
be reduced by purging excess water and thereby decrease the chance of ice formation 
[15].  
1.3.2. Chemical Membrane Degradation  
Chemical degradation in PFSA membranes diminishes the overall lifetime of the 
PEMFCs. The chemical degradation is brought by radical species.  The first step to radical 
formation is the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) byproduct during the oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) at the cathode [16],  
 O2 + 2H+ + 2e- => H2O2 (4) 
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The H2O2 developed on the cathode or via oxygen crossover at the anode can pass 
through the membrane and decay into OH. in the presence of Fe2+. Presence of Fenton’s 
reagents such as Fe2+ drives the formation of radicals. 
 Fe2+ H2O2 + H+ => Fe3+ + OH. + H2O (5) 
Computational works have shown that during OCV hold, the chemical stressors 
can remain high during the Fe-ion redox cycle, which directly impacts the ionomer, thereby 
causing radical generation in the membrane [17,18]. The chemical radicals such as 
hydroxyl (•OH) and hydroperoxyl (•OOH)  tend to attack weak chemical bonds in the 
molecular structure of the membrane ionomer [19–23]. The evidence can be observed as 
membrane material loss and fluoride presence in the effluent water exhaust [24]. Several 
factors such as high temperature, low relative humidity (RH), high cell potential, and high 
reactant gas pressures accelerate the radical species formation [11,12,25–27]. Especially 
for improved membrane lifetime and durability, adequate membrane humidification is 
critical. This is because the dry conditions create vulnerable scenario for higher H2O2 
development, thereby increased membrane deterioration. In addition, the humidification 
influences the partial pressures of the reactant gases, membrane thickness and 
permeability [28,29]. The impact of radical attack is also observed as reduced mechanical 
strength of the membrane and damage development [30].  
Chemically mitigated membranes have been designed to slow down or to prevent 
the chemical degradation. One approach is presence of Pt into the ionomer membrane. 
The Pt present in the CL can dissolve during the operational conditions of the fuel cell [31] 
or during the voltage cycling process [32] and can deposit in the ionomer membrane. This 
band of Pt in the membrane has shown a positive impact in improving longevity of the 
membrane. Another approach to mitigate the chemical degradation is by addition of 
Ce3+/Ce4+ ions into the ionomer [33,34]. Cerium oxide (CeO2) nanoparticles can also be 
added into the MEA [33,35–38]. The cerium based additives are known to act as 
regenerative radical scavengers and protect the membrane under steady state OCV 
conditions and have demonstrated longer lifetime during durability test [33–35,39].  
Different in situ characterization techniques such as electron spin resonance 
(ESR) [40,41] and fluorescence spectroscopy [42] have also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of cerium as a potent radical mitigator. Several other durability test results 
have shown that addition of cerium into the MEA can reduce membrane thinning, pinhole 
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development and fluoride emission rates (FERs) [33,35,36,43–46]. However, one major 
drawback of this approach is the mobile behaviour of the cerium, failing to realise the 
complete effectiveness of this approach. Especially, under completely saturated 
conditions where the cerium migrates more into the CL from the PEM [39].  
1.3.3. Mechanical Membrane Degradation  
Mechanical membrane degradation in an operational fuel setup is caused by the 
stress development in PFSA membranes owing to the compressed fuel cell assembly, 
complex operational conditions, and interplay of different MEA components. The 
membrane is hygroscopic in nature, and this tendency to absorb moisture is strongly 
dictated by temperature and RH [47]. Operational demands within the fuel cell stack lead 
to fluctuations in RH and temperature. This in-turn creates favorable conditions for in-
plane compressive and tensile stress in the confined membranes due to cyclic swelling 
and shrinking under hydrated and dehydrated states, respectively [48,49]. This expansion 
and contraction behavior under constrained state at high temperature and varying 
humidities leads to hygrothermal fatigue, fracture and creep development [23,50,51]. The 
fatigue driven micro-cracks on the membrane facilitate high gas crossover, leading to 
failure in the early stages of fuel cell operation. This crossover of gases leads to 
combustion reaction of the gases causing local hotspots which increase the rate of 
degradation. Generally, RH variations lead to fatigue-based crack formation, which tend 
to develop in both through plane and in-plane directions [52,53]. The RH cycling at high 
temperatures also tends to alter the mechanical endurance of the membrane [54–56].   
The catalyst coated membrane (CCM) is a sandwich structure with membrane and 
two adjacent CLs to form a composite structure. The CLs act as a reinforcement which 
improves the overall mechanical properties of the CCM as compared to the pure ionomer 
membrane [55,57]. Under similar tensile conditions, the CCM is more resistant to elastic 
deformation than the pure ionomer membrane [58]. The ionomer membrane demonstrates 
higher modulus under dry conditions as compared to CCM indicating underlying residual 
stress. The CCM is bounded by the GDLs within the fuel cell setup, which provides further 
lamination to prevent expansion in the in-plane direction.  
The membrane fracture development process is a global phenomenon. The 
membrane fracture development location could be dictated by the MEA irregularities. In 
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other words, the MEA variation due to local defects could act as preferential sites for 
membrane failure. For instance,  the electrode delamination could exacerbate the failure 
and the failure location correlated with the CL crack locations [10]. Kundu et al. [59] 
showed the defects observed at BOL could possibly be due to manufacturing and handling 
process. Improper contact during assembly could lead to clearances between CCM and 
GDL [60,61]. Though the MPL cracks/voids improve the fuel cell performance by reducing 
GDL liquid water saturation [62], these irregular locations could also make the adjoining 
CCM vulnerable to local damage. 
The durability and endurance of the PFSA ionomer membranes can be improved 
by addition of mechanical reinforcements and chemical stabilizers [63]. By addition of 
reinforcement, the overall mechanical strength and dimensional stability of the membrane 
are improved. Furthermore, the PFSA reinforced membranes possess increased fracture 
resistance and improve the overall lifetime of the PEMFCs [64]. This enables the 
composite membrane to operate with lower thickness without compromising the overall 
functionality [65].   
Commonly used composite membranes are Nafion XL fabricated by Dupont 
(Dupont) and GORE-SELECT membranes produced by W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. The 
reinforcement layer helps to reduce the plastic deformation of the membrane and thereby 
suppress/delay the crack development process. Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene 
(ePTFE) have been used as a support material to contain a composite membrane. The 
reinforced membranes have also performed well in various operation conditions such as 
high voltage, varying humidity and freeze/thaw cycling [66]. Nafion XL, from DuPont is a 
common example of ePTFE reinforced PFSA membrane. This membrane consists of a 
central microporous PTFE-rich support layer sandwiched with ionomer layers on either 
side of the reinforcement. The pores of the ePTFE are filled with ionomer, creating a 
transport network across the thickness of the membrane [67]. This three-layered structure 
has shown to reduce the swelling in the in-plane direction as compared to the through-
plane [67,68]. PFSA based reinforced membranes have demonstrated improved 
operational lifetime [69,70] during RH cycling procedure [71–73]. A previous work [74] 
compared the non-reinforced and reinforced PFSA membranes during RH cycling protocol 
and demonstrated that the reinforced membranes had 40% greater lifetime than the non-
reinforced membranes [75]. Another recent work tested reinforced membranes under 
different RH cycling procedures [8,76]. Observations showed that the length and 
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frequency of the RH cycles plays a key role in deciding the membrane lifespan. Overall, 
major improvements in mechanical reliability have been observed with reinforced 
membranes. However, there is still a disparity in the chemical and chemo mechanical AST 
assessment literature for reinforced membranes. 
1.3.4. Chemo-Mechanical Membrane Degradation  
Fuel cell systems under real time operational conditions undergo mechanical and 
chemical degradation in sequence. As discussed previously, the chemical degradation 
directly reduces the hygrothermal expansion of the membrane [9,23], which alters the 
swelling and shrinking capacity during the in situ RH cycling process. Our group studied 
the combined chemical and mechanical degradation processes using accelerated stress 
tests (AST) protocols [22]. It was observed that the joint action leads to more rapid failures 
than the individual mechanisms. In addition, the effects of the fluoride emission, 
microscopy characterization and solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy results showed significant degradation in the polymer chain. Another team 
from our group [23] performed tensile experiments of the degraded MEA of combined 
mechanical and chemical cycling process. They observed severe decay in mechanical 
properties, which demonstrated the underlying impact of interaction between the chemical 
and mechanical stressors. 
1.4. Accelerated Stress Tests and Diagnostic Tools 
Large scale durability evaluation of new MEA materials can be expensive and time 
consuming. To overcome this, ASTs are typically adopted to expedite the degradation 
process associated with different components within the MEA [22,49]. Unlike field 
operation conditions, the ASTs are operated in a more controlled fashion such that the 
component specific degradation is replicated in a short period of time [15]. Hence, the 
ASTs facilitate to perform an accelerated lifetime analysis and based on the results 
suitable mitigation strategies can be designed. Standard AST protocols were defined by 
the US Department of Energy (DOE) for different MEA components such as catalyst, 
catalyst support and membrane [77,78]. As observed in several of the previous works 
[22,35,59,79–83], the AST is the most commonly adopted approach to understand the 
overall durability and lifetime of separate MEA parts.  
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Some of the common membrane stressors are RH cycling, steady state OCV, 
temperature, compressive stress, start-up and shut down cycling [15]. Generally, an OCV 
hold is the commonly used parameter to intensify the pure chemical degradation process 
in PFSA membranes [84–87]. At steady OCV, the reactant gases are at their maximum 
partial pressures, which accelerates the gas crossover and membrane deterioration. 
Under this condition, no fuel is consumed and hence, high gas crossover is possible and 
lead to peroxide formation and radical attack [1]. The impact of OCV operation on chemical 
degradation was studied by Wong et al. [18]. Results showed that the OCV operation 
creates favorable conditions for FeII ion formation which in turn accelerates the chemical 
degradation. Another implication of constant voltage test is the deterioration in mechanical 
properties of PFSA membranes [82,88]. Recently, Bhattacharya et al. [82] tried to 
establish a link between membrane mechanics and chemical degradation. They 
performed hygrothermal expansion tests and observed progressive deteriorations in the 
membrane mechanical properties with increasing pure chemical AST time. Additionally, 
the mechanical properties were compared with the loss of membrane and fluoride release, 
which helped to identify the underlying correlation between the mechanical and chemical 
stressors.  
On the other hand, pure mechanical degradation is induced by aggressively 
fluctuating inlet gas humidity and nullifying any chemical stressors at elevated 
temperatures [23]. The cyclic RH variation results in fatigue induced membrane failure by 
means of cracks, tears, and pinholes, which causes gradual increase in gas crossover 
[59,89]. The structural damage features may experience accelerated growth due to local 
stress concentration, thus exacerbating the degradation and associated gas crossover 
[90]. The intermittent hygrothermal variations during the AST mimic the in situ conditions 
during automotive duty cycles. Overall, the basic idea of initiating individual chemical or 
mechanical membrane stressors using the ASTs remain standard.  However, the 
experimental conditions selected during the ASTs may vary [8,24,51,91–93], which 
causes different degradation rates.  
ASTs that combine both chemical and mechanical stressors, either in sequence or 
concurrently, have been developed in addition to the isolated ASTs that generate pure 
chemical or mechanical degradation [11,22,94]. The presence of combined mechanical 
and chemical stressors plays a key role in fastening the overall rate of membrane 
degradation. For instance, disintegrated ionomer structure due to chemical degradation 
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makes the membrane vulnerable for mechanical deterioration during mechanical 
degradation. Previously, our group adopted periodic chemical and mechanical stresses in 
a cyclic sequence, namely through the cyclic open circuit voltage (COCV) AST protocol.  
The findings revealed that the cumulative involvement of combined stressors substantially 
speed up the overall rate of membrane deterioration as compared to the individual 
stressors applied separately [22]. The key failure modes observed were uniform 
membrane thinning and pinholes formation. Tensile tests revealed the membrane 
becoming less ductile and more brittle with AST cycling. Various in situ diagnostic 
techniques may be appropriate or applicable for tracking the membrane health, based on 
the underlying stressor during the durability testing. For instance, a typical criterion for 
evaluating cell failure is gas crossover leakage through the membrane, which can be 
evaluated electrochemically using linear sweep voltammogram [95] or electrochemical 
leak detection test (ELDT) [22]. 
1.5. Failure Analysis  
1.5.1. Post-mortem Studies 
Early post-mortem studies related to fuel cell components have typically been 
performed using two-dimensional scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM 
technique is carried out under vacuum conditions and performs 2D surface 
characterizations. Several previous works have adopted this approach to understand the 
morphological MEA features such as CL cracks [30,59,96,97]. Particularly, SEM studies 
based on ionomer membranes enabled to visualise the damage features in the cross-
sections [98] and on the membrane surfaces [22] subjected to different types of stressors. 
However, the electron microscopy based characterisations have very limited scope and 
possess certain drawbacks such as destructive sample preparation which involves 
grinding, polishing etc. [22,99].  Especially considering the polymeric membrane is the 
central most component, the invasive sample preparation process could introduce artificial 
features. In addition, damage propagation in membrane is three dimensional in nature, 
hence SEM-based approach would not be able to capture this phenomenon.  
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1.5.2. X-ray computed tomography (XCT) 
     XCT approach is based on computerized techniques which enables to develop 
the overall 3D image of the internal components of an object.  A large number of 2D 
images generated, also known as projections, are obtained at different angle to obtain one 
wholesome 3D image. In general, X-rays are a form of electromagnetic waves 
(wavelength 0.01 -10 nm) which possess high energy and can penetrate through most 
objects. A typical configuration of a laboratory XCT scanner is made of different 
components- i) X-ray source, ii) a rotating platform to support a sample, and iii) a detector; 
iv) a scintillator which converts X-ray photons into visible photons which are calculated as 
intensity. In addition, the X-ray lenses and Fresnel plates come as add-on to control the 
focus of the X-ray beam. Yet these add-ons are not adopted for nano-tomography 
because of their smaller sample size (only few microns), which reduces the scope of the 
study.  
The density of the object under study is calculated from the attenuation coefficient 
that the X-ray beam penetrates through. The attenuation through the object follows the 
Beer-Lambert law, defined as 
 𝐼=𝐼0 𝑒−μt (6) 
where I0: X-ray intensity at the entry, I: X-ray intensity at the exit of the sample, t: thickness 
of the sample, µ: attenuation coefficient.  
The contrast between the different materials depends on three factors, namely the 
density, the atomic number (Z), and energy of the X-ray beam. 3D imaging using XCT 
approach can be carried out in two ways i) laboratory-based scanners and ii) synchrotron 
X-ray beamlines. Though synchrotron enables fast scans with high resolution, lab based 
XCT facilitates for longer scan times owing to less damaging X-rays.  
1.5.3. XCT Characterization of Fuel cell Components 
To overcome the drawbacks of 2D microscopy techniques, 3D XCT based 
characterization has recently been pursued to perform more comprehensive failure 
analysis of degraded fuel cell parts. XCT studies on various MEA parts such as catalyst 
layers [99–101] and GDL [102–104] have been performed. Particularly, the GDL's 
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fundamental composition-dependent transport characteristics such as diffusivity, porosity 
and permeability, can be obtained from 3D XCT data [105,106]. In contrast, the catalysts 
layers are composed of Pt particles that possess high mass density which provides better 
contrast as compared to the other MEA materials. In addition to the component 
characterization, the XCT approach can also be used to study the liquid water distribution, 
transport paths and flooding which have direct impact on the performance of the fuel cell 
[107–109].  
Membrane characterization based on XCT has been limited as compared to the 
GDL and electrodes [90,110–112]. 3D XCT characterisation of membranes has the 
potential benefit of resolving the 3D nature of membrane damage, although the method is 
complicated by the lower attenuation of the PFSA membranes and its central location 
within the MEA. Recently, our team developed a comprehensive failure analysis approach 
to understand the membrane degradation process using 3D XCT based non-destructive 
imaging. Singh et al. [113,114] performed 3D failure analysis of membrane parts affected 
by different types of operational stressors, facilitated by lab-based XCT. These novel 
works provided critical insights and new outcomes, such as different types of crack 
morphologies produced under combined chemical/mechanical stressors and membrane 
thinning and associated electrode shorting sites under pure chemical degradation. 
Further, Singh et al. [115] expanded the 3D failure analysis to 4D in situ characterization 
to study the structural changes of the non-reinforced PFSA membrane during pure 
mechanical degradation procedure. This novel methodology facilitated for a detailed probe 
to understand the critical stages of membrane degradation which ultimately led to failure. 
1.6. Finite element modeling (FEM)  
As detailed in previous sections, membrane fracture growth is caused by 
synchronous hygrothermal and cyclic loading at high temperature, which create favorable 
conditions for fatigue development [54]. However, it is not possible to measure the 
mechanical stress development on the membrane in the in situ fuel cell environment. To 
overcome this, numerical approaches have been adopted as they provide more versatile 
and inexpensive options to obtain the stress and related parameters inside a fuel cell. 
FEM is one of the most appropriate methods where the results can be correlated and 
coupled with the experimental findings. Kusoglu et al. [116,117] employed a FEM based 
model to study the in situ stress development during mechanical degradation process and 
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they further expanded this approach to understand the crack initiation principles. FEM 
based studies can be used as membrane lifetime prediction tool [118]. For instance, 
Khorasany et al. [119] put forth a robust FEM based model to simulate the fatigue lifetime 
of pure ionomer membranes under a variety of operating conditions. The model was 
equipped with additional capability to predict the dimensional distribution of the membrane 
life under fatigue conditions. Complementary experimental framework and FEM studies to 
understand the crack development phenomenon in reinforced membranes was performed 
[120,121]. Results showed preferential crack development under gas flow-fields sections 
for mechanically reinforced membranes during the mechanical degradation process.  
Singh et al. [58] performed crack propagation experiments in various conditions and 
incorporated the results into an FEM based semi analytical model. This model was based 
on Paris law and included elastic-viscoplastic material behavior. The model predicted the 
fatigue crack development and life of the membrane under mechanical loading conditions. 
Later, the experimental and modelling framework was extended to CCMs [122]. Ex situ 
characterisation of the CCMs was performed under a variety of environmental conditions 
and the results were incorporated into the FEM model. The fatigue crack development 
behaviour was compared against the pure membrane and results showed that the catalyst 
coating acted as a reinforcement against fracture development under similar loading 
conditions. In addition, stress distribution maps and directions were obtained using the 
FEM simulations, which showed the effect of deformities on the CCM. Similar frameworks 
could be extended into studying the degradation mechanisms of the CCM under in situ 
operation.  
1.7. Mitigation Schemes  
One particular degradation mechanism during mechanical cycling process is the 
wrinkled deformation of the MEA. This wrinkled deformation is caused by the in-plane 
membrane swelling which causes the CCM into buckle into the void regions where there 
is low compressive force, for example under the channel region which is the underlying 
reason for this deformation [123]. In addition, the low compressive force is also observed 
under imperfect geometry of the GDL surface and the irregular MPL structures [61]. The 
repeated swelling and the shrinking process leads to crack development on the catalyst 
surface due to strain aggregation [96,124]. The location of the catalyst cracks is vulnerable 
to membrane crack development due to PEM plastic deformation. Two novel mitigation 
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approaches to reduce the mechanical membrane degradation are proposed and studied 
in this work, namely: 
i. Gas diffusion layers with low surface roughness (LSR) 
ii. Adhesion improved MEAs 
Both approaches are studied using a multi-physics finite element model under the hygro-
thermo-mechanical fuel cell operation. The present study uses the base model developed 
by Dr. Narinder S. Khattra [125]. This work is based on a multi-physics finite element fuel 
cell model which was established to identify the membrane response during different 
conditions of fuel cell operation. In the present work, this model is modified to incorporate 
the effect of contact interaction between the CCM and GDL. The simulation domain of the 
model consists of a two-dimensional plane strain representation of one half of the 
miniaturized fuel cell geometry, taking into account the cell symmetry. The model consists 
of the polymer membrane sandwiched between the catalyst and gas diffusion layers from 
both sides. The material properties used for the membrane are based on a previously 
developed modified version of constitutive G'Sell-Jonas model [126], which takes into 
consideration the viscoelastic-plastic constitutive response of the membrane and further 
accounts for its time, temperature, and humidity dependent behavior. The catalyst layers 
are modeled as linear elastic and assumed to be bonded with the membrane. The GDLs 
are modeled as linear elastic orthotropic and the interface between the GDL and CCM 
permits relative sliding. The GDL substrate and MPL is modeled as a single entity with 
uniform properties. Thermal expansion is considered for all components, whereas 
membrane is the only component assumed to incur hygral swelling. 
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Chapter 2.  
 
Synopsis of Contributions 
All contributions from this dissertation are from the project titled “NXCT Fuel Cell 
Project: Four-Dimensional In Situ Visualization of Fuel Cell Degradation”. This was a 
collaborative project between scientists and engineers at Ballard Power Systems Inc. and 
researchers of the Fuel Cell Research Laboratory (FCReL) at Simon Fraser University. 
The principal investigator of this project was Prof. Erik Kjeang. The primary emphasis of 
this thesis is to assess and develop mitigation strategies for membrane durability in fuel 
cell applications. The author of the present thesis is the lead researcher and first author 
of five major contributions as detailed below. In this regard, the current dissertation 
includes a summary of five journal publications and manuscripts as detailed in Appendix 
A-E. Appendix A, B and C are published in journals, while Appendix D and E are written 
in manuscript forms which are planned to be submitted for journal publication. 
2.1. Characterization of Membrane Degradation Growth in 
Fuel Cells Using X-ray Computed Tomography  
Fuel cell membranes under operational conditions undergo synergistic mechanical 
and chemical degradation. This leads to membrane cracks, tears, thinning and pinholes, 
causing to contemplate the main functionality of the membrane. To study this mechanism, 
our FCReL team has extensively adopted a non-invasive 3D XCT approach to 
characterize the membrane degradation. The overall objective of this particular study is to 
extend the 3D visualization approach previously demonstrated by Singh et al. [113] for 
membrane failure analysis to characterize the growth of membrane degradation over its 
practical lifetime in fuel cells. Partially degraded MEAs extracted after different stages of 
combined chemical and mechanical membrane degradation were visualized using the 
NXCT Versa system and the degradation evolution was studied by mapping the 3D 
structural/morphological changes. The MEAs used in this work were extracted by Dr. Chan 
Lim et al. [22], from their previously published journal article. This group also tracked a 
suite of in situ diagnostics such as OCV results, hydrogen leak rate, and tensile 
mechanical properties. These global parameters were correlated to the damage 
development at the same life stages as inferred by XCT. 
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Figure 2.1.  Representative planar XCT views of the segmented membrane in 
MEAs extracted after different life stages of COCV AST cycling. 
Virtual cross-sectional views (in grey scale) of the MEAs, taken 
along the annotated dashed lines in the planar views, are also 
shown in the inset [127].1 
XCT tomographic datasets obtained after different cycling stages included 1601 
projections with 15 s per projection to achieve optimum intensity (around 5500 counts) at 
the central membrane region. The 2D images obtained at different angles were 
reconstructed using the ZEISS XMReconstructor ® software. The full 3D data set enabled 
a comprehensive analysis of membrane cracks which demonstrated no through thickness 
membrane cracks during the initial phase of the COCV cycling (Figure 2.1). However, 
major membrane crack development initiated at the later stages of the AST cycling 
procedure. This advent of crack initiation and propagation showed good 
agreement/correlation with the global in situ results such as rise in crossover gas leakage 
and OCV decay close to the end of life (EOL). The structural connectivity of membrane 
 
1 Image reprinted from an open access article in Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 
Vol. 165, F3200-F3208, © 2018. 
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damage with the adjoining CL cracks was investigated to decode the crack development 
mechanism active within the membrane. Three distinct membrane crack morphologies (I-
, Y- and X-shaped) were identified to have developed. Out of the three, the X-shaped 
cracks were deemed most severe due to their high cross-sectional area at the junction. 
Further, the X-cracks were seen to extend through the adjoining catalyst layers, facilitating 
major gas leaks across the membrane. Membrane tensile test results after different life 
stages demonstrated reduction in tensile strength and rise in elastic modulus which again 
correlated to the membrane crack development process in the later stages of degradation. 
This unique analysis of the evolution of membrane degradation with a 3-D perspective 
enabled important new knowledge regarding the critical stages of degradation and 
damage development in the membrane. The advent of crack initiation and propagation 
was in good agreement with in situ diagnostic parameters.  
Detailed information of this work is provided in Appendix A [127].  
2.2. Four-dimensional in situ Imaging of Chemical 
Membrane Degradation in Fuel Cells 
As discussed in the previous sections, the intensity of mechanical degradation is 
accelerated by the presence of chemical stressors during the fuel cell operation. One 
approach to improve the membrane lifetime is to adopt reinforced/ composite membranes. 
The reinforcement/mitigation of the membrane could possibly be of two different types,  i)  
Mechanically reinforced membrane: central reinforcement layer such as ePTFE layer 
[67,128], ii) Chemically mitigated membrane: addition of radical scavengers into the 
membrane [33,34]. Previously, our group developed a four dimensional (4D) based 
approach using XCT to study the evolution of CL degradation within an operational fuel 
cell [129]. The time-resolved 4D in situ methodology was achieved by adopting a custom 
designed miniature fuel cell that was originally designed and developed by Dr. Robin T. 
White [129–131]. However, for the present work the MEAs were fabricated as gas diffusion 
electrodes (GDEs) as compared to the previous CCM based designs, and the focus was 
shifted from CL degradation to membrane degradation.  
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Figure 2.2.  Cross-sectional membrane locations displaying electrode short 
sites for a) non-reinforced and b) mechanically reinforced 
membrane, while c) the chemically and mechanically reinforced 
membrane did not display any shorts [132]. 
The overall objective of this study was to adopt the 4D in situ XCT approach to 
understand the growth of pure chemical membrane degradation in fuel cells and evaluate 
previously developed mitigation approaches. Periodic 3D visualization of the same MEA 
location is performed at various life stages affected by chemical stressors within a 
miniature X-ray transparent fuel cell assembly [54]. Three MEA design types were studied 
within the fuel cell set up: MEA with i) Type I (non-reinforced); ii) Type II (mechanically 
reinforced); and iii) Type III (chemically and mechanically mitigated) membranes. The AST 
protocol included a constant open circuit voltage at 75°C and 30% RH maintained under 
anode H2 gas at 0.3 slpm and cathode air at 0.5 slpm. Whereas the present author 
conducted the experiments for the two mitigated membranes (Types II and III), the AST 
protocol was originally developed and tested for the baseline non-reinforced membrane 
(Type I) by Dr. Yadvinder Singh. 
Results showed that upon application of the AST, the membranes free of any 
radical scavenging additives, i.e., non-reinforced and mechanically reinforced 
membranes, showed decay in OCV and increase in crossover currents and eventually 
leading to membrane failure. The XCT cross-sectional images (Figure 2.2) demonstrated 
preferential local thinning spots under lands and global membrane thinning for Type I and 
II membranes, while no cracks or pinholes were observed. Another novel finding is that 
the several localized membrane thinning locations under lands lead to short formation. 
Quantitively, over 90% of the shorts were under the land region demonstrating the 
connection of the clamping pressures in short development. Interestingly, even the ePTFE 
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layer (Type II) did not prevent the short formation. On the contrary, the chemically and 
mechanically mitigated membrane showed minimal thinning, and negligible OCV 
changes. This highlights the regenerative radical scavenging effect of its cerium additive 
to mitigate the chemical stressors. Overall, the outcomes of this research showcase the 
strong capabilities of XCT imaging towards improving the scientific understanding of 
membrane degradation in fuel cells by revealing the underlying mechanisms and failure 
modes, with key implications for fuel cell durability. 
Detailed information of this work is provided in Appendix B or [132].  
2.3. 4D in situ Visualization of Mechanical Degradation 
Evolution in Reinforced Fuel Cell Membranes 
The overall objective of this journal publication is to understand the underlying 
failure mechanisms and mode of a mechanically reinforced membrane (Nafion XL) during 
the pure mechanical degradation process. Similar to 2.2, a 4D in situ approach, where an 
operational small fuel cell is characterized within a micro-XCT system. The pure 
mechanical degradation of the reinforced membrane was brought about by a sequence of 
humidity cycles composed of supersaturated wet phase (150% RH) and a subsequent dry 
phase (0% RH), both of 2 min duration at 80°C cell temperature. To eliminate any chemical 
stressors, the cycling was performed under 0.5 slpm N2 gas and electrochemical 
diagnostics were avoided. The X-ray transparent fixture was visualized at beginning of life 
(BOL) and after 2000, 3000, 4000, and 4500 cycles (EOT (end of test)) using a ZEISS 
Xradia 520 Versa XCT system. In addition, the fixture was imaged under ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ 
conditions at EOL, to discern the membrane swelling and shrinking after degradation. The 
tomographic datasets obtained at different cycling stages included 1601 projections with 
5 s per projection to achieve optimum intensity (around 5500 counts) at the central 
membrane region. A custom membrane segmentation procedure was adopted in this 
study. This procedure was developed by Dr. Robin T. White [107] in ImageJ [133] as a 
macro language to enable automated segmentation of both CLs from the MEA, and thus, 
broaden the scope for membrane study. The segmented membrane enabled to perform a 
slice by slice inspection to understand the extent of damage within the membrane at 
various life stages, using Dragonfly software (non-commercial version 2.0) [134].  
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Figure 2.3.  Periodic same location tracking of the reinforced membrane plane at 
various life stages during pure mechanical membrane degradation 
caused by wet/dry cycling [128].2 
Results showed that the key failure mode due to the mechanical stressors i.e., the 
repetitive wet/dry cycling was through-thickness membrane cracks. Micro-cracks 
developed between 2000 to 4000 cycles on the membrane surface. All the micro cracks 
were confined to the PFSA ionomer section during this cycling phase. With further cycling, 
the micro-cracks grew to through thickness crack extending across entire thickness 
between 4000 to 4500 cycles, as shown in Figure 2.3. The combined impact of interfacial 
delamination and electrode cracks was evident during the membrane crack development 
 
2 Adapted from International journal of hydrogen energy, Vol. 45, 10089-10103, ©2020 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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process. In comparison with the non-reinforced membrane [115], the degradation rate was 
2-3X lower owing to greater fracture resistance with the help of central ePTFE layer with 
the membrane. This shows the mitigatory impact of using reinforced membrane over non-
reinforced against pure mechanical degradation. The in situ imaging of wet and dry states 
showed the through plane membrane swelling and associated crack closure in the later 
stages of the degradation. Overall, the 4D XCT approach provided novel insights into the 
reinforced membrane degradation by capturing the key failure modes and the associated 
mechanisms during different developmental stages. 
Detailed information of this work is provided in Appendix C [128].  
2.4. Mitigation of Mechanical Membrane Degradation in Fuel 
Cells – Part 1: Gas Diffusion Layers with Low Surface 
Roughness 
As illustrated in section 2.3, the MEA defects and irregularities are known to be the 
main source of local membrane degradation during the pure mechanical degradation 
[128]. Previously, Dr. Yadvinder Singh adopted pure mechanical AST and showed that 
the pre-existing MEA features such as CL cracks and delamination played a critical part 
in the local crack development [115], and explicitly assessed the impact of CL crack 
density on membrane failure [135]. This work, conducted on non-reinforced CCM based 
MEAs, showed the dominant role of local buckling deformation on the membrane fracture 
when GDLs/MPLs containing large void spaces are utilized in an MEA. The buckling 
mechanism as revealed by XCT was deemed the underlying reason, where the CCM 
buckled into large GDL pores causing a significant number of membrane fractures. The 
GDL is known to have uneven surface and the contour of the substrate leads to 
deformations within the MEA [96]. The MPL layer within the GDL acts as a buffer layer to 
mitigate the MEA deformation. Hence, it is hypothesized that a smoother MPL with low 
surface roughness (LSR), i.e., with low number of cavities or voids, could help achieve 
uniform contact between the CCM and GDL and act as a buffer layer. The overall objective 
of this work is to use 4D in situ XCT characterization to explore the potential for mitigation 
of mechanical membrane degradation by adopting a GDL configuration with LSR. The 
MEA comprised of CCM with Nafion® NR211 membrane and SGL Sigracet® 29BC GDL 
used on both anode and cathode sides without bonding. This GDL constitutes of 
nonwoven carbon paper coated with thick MPL and low surface roughness, LSR, as 
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desired for this work. Results were assessed against an equivalent MEA with high surface 
roughness (HSR) GDL subjected to the same experimental procedure. 
 
Figure 2.4. Cross-sections of MEAs with a) LSR GDL [136] and b) HSR GDL [135] 
imaged during ambient and wet conditions after EOT. The EOT for 
LSR MEA was 4000 wet/dry cycles, while that for HSR MEA was 2000 
wet/dry cycles. 
Results demonstrated the significant interaction between MPL deformities and 
membrane crack locations for LSR and HSR MEA configurations. However, the crack 
density and crack area were considerably lower for LSR GDL as compared to HSR. In 
addition, the relatively lower density and different geometry of MPL cracks in the LSR GDL 
was observed to reduce the severity of CCM buckling (and associated membrane fracture) 
as its bulge height in the MPL cracks was lower. For instance, Figure 2.4 shows the cross-
sectional images of the EOT dry and wet structure of the MEAs with LSR and HSR GDLs, 
respectively. The preferential crack formation was noticed under the uncompressed 
channel regions while strongly interacting with the MPL deformities, due to the thick MPL 
layer of the HSR GDL. Overall, the severity of membrane buckling was substantially 
reduced by adoption of the smoother GDL, contributing 2X greater lifetime [135]. A 2D 
multi-physics finite element model was developed to simulate the hygro-thermo-
mechanical in situ fuel cell operation. The membrane deformation was accompanied by a 
rise in the effective plastic strain in the regions of major deformation. The modeling results 
revealed that the critical GDL pore radius for CCM buckling to occur was ~80 μm, which 
is consistent with the experimental observations of membrane crack formation under the 
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adopted AST conditions. In addition to this, the bulge height and the effective plastic strain 
on the catalyst layer dictates the buckling behavior of the membrane. The relatively lower 
density and different geometry of MPL cracks in the LSR GDL was observed to reduce 
the severity of CCM buckling (and associated membrane fracture) as its bulge height in 
the MPL cracks is lower, as observed in the wet images of Figure 2.4. Overall, the 
improvement in GDL surface demonstrates substantial mitigation effect against fatigue-
driven mechanical membrane degradation and failure, which is also corroborated by the 
numerical simulation results. 
Further details of this work are provided in Appendix D [136]. 
2.5. Mitigation of Mechanical Membrane Degradation in Fuel 
Cells – Part 2: Bonded Membrane Electrode Assembly 
The GDL pores facilitate membrane cracks through wrinkle deformation as a key 
failure mode during pure mechanical membrane degradation [135]. The free CCM 
movement into such pores is known to cause elevated local stress and facilitate crack 
development. Hence as a novel second mitigation, the objective of this work is to achieve 
uniform CL-GDL bonding via improved MEA lamination in order to evade delamination 
and mitigate the CCM buckling. The bonded MEA was fabricated by hot pressing the CCM 
and GDL’s at 150ºC for 3 mins using a Instron® 5569 equipment.  The bonded MEA was 
subjected to similar experimental workflow as used in Section 2.4, consisting of miniature 
fuel cell fixture and non-invasive XCT visualization during life stages of a wet/dry cycling 
AST [115,128]. Fundamental support of the experimental findings is provided with 
complementary FEM based numerical simulations.  
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Figure 2.5. Membrane crack development observed under two locations (a & b) 
with fabrication related deformities (EOT = 4500 cycles) [137].  
In this work, substantial crack development was observed after an AST lifetime of 
4500 cycles (EOT). Similar to part 1 [136], through-thickness membrane cracks were the 
key failure mode during mechanical degradation induced through wet/dry cycling 
procedure. On contrary to part 1, a decreasing CCL crack density trend was noticed with 
cycling, possibly due to crack merging. On closer observation, GDL fiber intrusion at the 
CCM surface was discovered to induce CCL crack development and ultimately leading to 
membrane cracks. Another membrane crack mechanism observed was due to MEA 
fabrication deformities i.e., locations with lower and excessively higher local membrane 
thickness (Figure 2.5). Complementary FE simulations demonstrated that with increasing 
adhesion at the CCM-GDL interfaces, the effective plastic strain was found to decrease 
significantly for all GDL void sizes. Based on the simulation results, improved adhesion 
decreases the sliding interaction at the CCM-GDL interface and thereby, reduces the 
buckling into the GDL void. Overall, the adhesion improved architecture facilitates to slow 
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down the overall membrane degradation rate during the mechanical cycling and thereby 
enhance the membrane durability.  
Further details of this work are provided in Appendix E [137]. 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Conclusions and Future work 
The present dissertation addresses the membrane lifetime and durability in 
PEMFCs. Membrane durability is one of the main technical challenges for the commercial 
propagation of this technology for transportation applications. This thesis is an effort to 
characterize the effects of various degradation processes of PFSA ionomer membranes 
and mitigation techniques to minimize the rate of decay in the physical integrity of the 
membranes.  
3.1. Conclusions 
Non-destructive 3D XCT characterization comes as a pioneering methodology to 
perform a detailed analysis to understand the intermediate degradation stages during 
practical operation of fuel cell membranes. Chemical and mechanical degradation 
mechanisms independently play important roles in aggravating membrane breakdown, 
while the combined involvement of combined mechanisms greatly accelerates the overall 
rate of degradation. Initially, the combined effect of chemical and mechanical degradation 
was characterized as a baseline. Based on the results, mitigation strategies were 
assessed and developed to negate the individual effects of pure chemical and mechanical 
degradation processes, collectively targeting high combined chemical and mechanical 
membrane durability in fuel cells.  
The non-reinforced, baseline MEAs degraded to different levels of combined 
chemical and mechanical membrane degradation were characterized using micro-XCT. 
The global in situ diagnostic results of increasing crossover gas leakage and OCV decay 
were in good agreement with the XCT results. In addition to the two membrane crack 
shapes (I- and Y-shaped) reported previously, a third distinct X-shaped crack morphology 
was observed to have developed. Severe membrane thinning of around 60% of the 
thickness was measured at EOL, with magnified thinning at the inlet regions. Tensile test 
results showed increasing membrane stiffening and brittleness with the cycling procedure. 
This underlined the effect of chemical stressors in damaging the membrane resilience for 
further degradation under mechanical stress.  
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The 3D membrane failure analysis was extended to four dimensional (4D) in situ 
visualization to study the membrane damage development under isolated types of 
degradation stressors. The 4D XCT approach was achieved by observing the same MEA 
location at different stages of degradation time. This methodology was first applied to 
examine pure chemical degradation of three different types of membranes namely i) non-
reinforced; ii) mechanically reinforced; and iii) chemically and mechanically mitigated 
membranes. 
XCT observations showed global membrane thinning for non-reinforced and 
mechanically reinforced membranes. Several locations showed electrode shorting sites 
under the land regions, preceded by excessive thinning due to the chemical stressors. 
Hence, the land regions demonstrated shorts due to mechanical stresses caused by 
clamping pressure which can accelerate electrode shorting. The ePTFE layer in the 
chemical additive free reinforced membrane was not sufficient to negate this short 
development. In contrast, the co-mitigated membrane sustained significantly longer test 
duration without failures such as shorts or significant membrane thinning, highlighting the 
scavenging effect against the radicals. The regenerative radical effect of Ce cation additive 
is thus deemed a key strategy to mitigate the chemical stressors. 
Next, the same 4D in situ visualization methodology was applied to examine the 
mitigative effect of mechanical membrane reinforcement against pure mechanical 
membrane degradation induced by wet/dry cycling. Results demonstrated that membrane 
crack propagation is the dominant failure mode during the pure mechanical degradation 
process for both non-reinforced and reinforced membranes. Notably however, the 
reinforced membrane extended the test lifetime by approximately 2x compared to that of 
the non-reinforced baseline membrane. Membrane-catalyst layer delamination and 
catalyst layer cracks were identified as the preceding drivers of local membrane failure. 
As expected, the central ePTFE reinforcement layer enhanced the overall fracture 
resistance of the membrane which in turn delayed the crack development process as 
compared to non-reinforced membranes. Moreover, membrane crack closure and 
opening were observed, facilitated by in situ XCT imaging during wet and dry states, 
respectively. The systematic XCT approach enabled novel views for mechanical 
degradation in reinforced membranes and will act as guide for more developments in the 
future works. 
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As additional measures to mitigate mechanical membrane degradation, two novel 
mitigation strategies were developed and assessed using 4D in situ XCT approach. In the 
first approach, 4D in situ visualization of pure mechanical membrane degradation process 
was carried out using a small-scale fuel cell fixture consisting of MEA with LSR GDLs. 
Results showed the underlying membrane failure mode during the wet/dry cycling AST 
was membrane fracture which was preceded by CCL fracture associated with locally 
elevated stress and strain. The buckling deformation of the MEA with low surface 
roughness was significantly suppressed compared to the high surface roughness MEA, 
owing to the thick and smooth MPL of the low surface roughness MEA. Complementary 
FEM simulations showed that cyclic CCM buckling onto the GDL cavities led to a state of 
tension-compression, causing crack development at the CL and membrane surfaces. In 
addition, the membrane’s simulated bulge height and effective plastic strain were found to 
be related to the critical geometry-dependent buckling behavior of the membrane. The 
simulation results also revealed that the critical GDL pore radius for CCM buckling to occur 
was ~80 μm, which is consistent with the experimental observations of membrane crack 
formation under the adopted AST conditions. Overall, this novel approach showed 
significant mitigation on mechanical membrane degradation contributing to 2x greater 
lifetime as compared to HSR GDL MEA.  
The second approach for mitigation of mechanical membrane degradation in the 
two-part series focused on component interaction effects within an MEA with non-
reinforced membrane. This was achieved by establishing uniform CL-GDL bonding in 
order to evade delamination and CCM buckling. Similar to Part 1 [136], the key membrane 
failure mode associated with the repetitive wet/dry cycles was development of through-
thickness membrane cracks. On comparison with a non-bonded baseline MEA, the 
bonded MEA showed 2x lower rate of degradation which was attributed to the improved 
interfacial contact and arresting the CCM movement facilitated by the bonding procedure. 
The primary root causes of failure were now associated with bonding irregularities and 
impingement of GDL fibers. Complementary FEM simulations showed that an increase in 
the CCM-GDL frictional coefficient, which is representative of the interfacial adhesion 
quality, substantially decreases the effective plastic strain within the membrane during 
CCM swelling and buckling into adjacent GDL void spaces. With improved MEA bonding, 
the CL crack and membrane crack development can be delayed or even completely 
stopped, which enhances the membrane lifetime and durability.  
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3.2. Suggested Future Works 
The current findings have shown a pathway to improve the fuel cell performance, 
particularly focusing on membrane lifetime and durability. A comprehensive suite of novel 
XCT approach, complementary diagnostic tools and finite element models can further 
improve the understanding of membrane degradation processes. Based on the 
observations and results, the following future work is suggested. 
• Adopt the 4D in situ approach to characterize the combined chemical and 
mechanical degradation process for both reinforced and non-reinforced 
membranes. This will provide further insights into understanding the mitigation 
effect.  
• The morphological characterization of the in situ behavior of the membrane within 
an operational MEA could be extended to study the startup/shut down under 
freezing conditions to typify the cold weather. 
• Optimizing the MEA bonding process to minimize unintended defects, can offer 
further potential improvements in overall membrane durability and lifetime. 
• Cost evaluation of different mitigation strategies demonstrated in this work, 
including fuel cell performance assessment, possible interactions with other failure 
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Abstract 
Hygrothermal variations that arise during dynamic fuel cell operation are known to 
generate mechanical stresses in the ionomer membrane. Previous research has indicated 
that membrane electrode assembly (MEA) interaction effects may influence membrane 
degradation under such loads. The present objective is therefore to evaluate novel MEA 
design strategies for mitigating mechanical membrane degradation in fuel cells. In this 
case (Part 1), a gas diffusion layer (GDL) with low surface roughness is applied to 
suppress buckling-driven membrane failures. Laboratory-based X-ray computed 
tomography is used in a customized, time-resolved workflow for non-invasive four-
dimensional characterization of membrane damage evolution during accelerated stress 
testing. Membrane crack development is the key failure mode preceded by fracture of the 
cathode catalyst layer. In comparison to high surface roughness GDL, the severity of 
membrane buckling is substantially reduced by adoption of the smoother GDL, 
contributing 2x greater lifetime. Accompanying finite element simulations of the unit fuel 
cell assembly show plastic strain accumulation in the buckled membrane and identified a 
critical range of GDL void sizes that influence membrane buckling. Overall, the 
improvement in GDL surface demonstrates substantial mitigation effect against fatigue-
driven mechanical membrane degradation and failure, which is also corroborated by the 
numerical simulation results.  
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Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are considered as a promising 
zero-emission replacement of internal combustion (IC) engines in transportation 
applications, owing to their high-power density and low temperature operation. The overall 
life of the operational fuel cell is strongly governed by the membrane endurance and 
lifetime [1,2]. The key functions of the membrane are to enable high proton conduction, 
provide electronic insulation, act as a combustion barrier between the reactant species, 
and contribute high chemical and mechanical robustness [3,4]. During dynamic fuel cell 
(FC) operation, the ionomer membrane undergoes two major types of degradation 
mechanisms, namely chemical [5–7] and mechanical degradation [8]. The chemical 
degradation is caused by radical attack (•OH, •OOH) on the main and side chains of the 
ionomer molecule, leading to decrease in proton conductivity and thickness reduction from 
material loss [9]. The mechanical degradation is induced by varying relative humidity (RH). 
The varying RH leads to repetitive swelling and shrinking of the membrane that introduces 
recurrent stress and strain on the membrane. This mechanism leads to destructive 
membrane failure modes such as fractures [10–12], creep [13], and pinholes [14]. These 
mechanically induced features can facilitate gas crossover across the membrane and 
thereby compromising its functionality inside the FC. 
Accelerated stress test (AST) is an experimental technique designed to expedite 
the rate of degradation and thus shorten the time to failure of a device compared to its use 
conditions. This approach can also isolate the individual stressors to reproduce desired 
degradation mechanisms and study any associated mitigation approaches. Typically, to 
achieve mechanical membrane degradation in a FC, the RH is cycled at high temperature. 
The RH cycling significantly weakens the membrane strength [15]. Several works have 
adopted this approach to achieve pure mechanical membrane degradation within the 
membrane electrode assembly (MEA) [16–18]. Defects and irregularities within the MEA 
could also be sources of local membrane degradation. Tavassoli et al. [19] studied the 
influence of artificial catalyst layer (CL) defects on membrane degradation and reported 
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that electrode delamination may amplify local membrane degradation. Hizir et al. [20] 
speculated that microporous layer (MPL) cracks cause degradation effects during 
freeze/thaw cycles. Uchiyama et al. [21,22] performed systematic buckling tests to study 
CL crack formation and membrane deformation under humidity cycling. Circular holes 
were fabricated in a thin polyimide film and wrapped between gas diffusion layers (GDLs) 
to create artificial clearances into which the membrane could expand. Improper contact 
during assembly, possibly due to GDL fibers and MPL surfaces [20,23], could lead to 
clearances between catalyst coated membrane (CCM) and GDL. The cracks/voids in the 
MPL layer can be beneficial to FC performance as they may reduce GDL liquid water 
saturation [24] and enhance water management in the MEA. However, these irregular 
locations could also make the adjoining components vulnerable to local damage.  
Traditionally, failure analysis of FC components has been conducted using 2D 
imaging techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [12,25,26]. However, 
the SEM methodology is destructive in nature and requires elaborate sample preparation 
and vacuum operation. Furthermore, this procedure could introduce additional artifacts, 
thereby compromising the quality of the results. Recently, X-ray computed tomography 
(XCT) has acquired growing interest for characterization of FC components. XCT 
methodology allows for non-destructive 3D visualization of internal parts and analysis of 
their properties. XCT systems have been used to characterize the different FC MEA parts, 
such as GDLs [27–31] and CLs [32–36], and also to study liquid water distribution within 
an operational cell [37–39]. This technique was also extensively used by our group to 
perform detailed 3D ex-situ failure analysis of the membrane [40–42]. Moreover, 4D in-
situ visualization studies, which involved periodic identical location imaging of degrading 
MEAs, showed that both reinforced [43] and non-reinforced membranes [44] experience 
non-linear crack initiation and growth that intensifies during the later stages of a humidity 
cycling AST. Pre-existing MEA features, such as CL cracks and delamination, were shown 
to have a critical role in the local membrane crack formation process. In a recent work, 
Singh et al. [45] utilized this approach to demonstrate the effectiveness of a lower CL crack 
density in suppressing the rate of mechanical membrane degradation. They also showed 
the dominant role of local buckling deformation on the membrane fracture when 
GDLs/MPLs containing large void spaces are utilized in an MEA.   
In light of these recent findings, the present work is a focused investigation on the impact 
of GDL/MPL morphologies in mitigation of membrane degradation in fuel cells. The 
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objective of this work (Part 1) is to adopt 4D in-situ XCT visualization to evaluate the 
mitigation of mechanical membrane degradation using a GDL with low surface roughness. 
The present study aims to enhance the fundamental understanding of membrane 
degradation evolution and its interaction with the GDL morphology. This investigation is 
facilitated by the 3D visualization of the same MEA locations within a custom small-scale 
fuel cell assembly during different stages of a wet/dry cycling AST. This miniature fuel cell 
fixture [46] is designed for non-destructive periodic visualization using a laboratory-based 
XCT system that enables 4D characterization of membrane degradation and its 
associated interaction with the GDL [34]. Furthermore, a numerical finite element model 
is developed to simulate the contact interaction at the CLMPL interface. The XCT findings 
are correlated with the finite element results to perceive the specific impact of MPL surface 
features on the development and distribution of membrane failures. 
Methodology 
Materials 
The MEAs were fabricated using CCMs and GDLs. The CCM consisted of a central 
Nafion® NR211 membrane along with anode and cathode CLs with 50:50 Pt/C ratio and 
respective Pt loading of 0.1 and 0.4 mg cm-2. SGL Sigracet® 29BC GDL having a smooth 
MPL with low surface roughness (LSR) was used on both anode and cathode sides 
without bonding. The LSR GDL displayed MPL crack features, whereas the comparable 
GDL with high surface roughness (HSR) featured surface pores (or voids), as previously 
reported [45]. The LSR GDL had an estimated average crack width of ~37 µm with 
frequency of ~7 cracks per mm2 and ~1% surface coverage, whereas the HSR GDL had 
an estimated average surface pore size of ~95 µm with frequency of ~21 pores per mm2 
and ~9% surface coverage. The HSR metrics given are representative of the anode GDL, 
which was the most influential for buckling deformation. A cathode catalyst layer (CCL) 
with a low crack density was adopted for the present work, given its focus on membrane-
GDL interactions. The MEAs had an active area of 9x4 mm2 and were framed and sealed 
using Kapton® polyimide adhesive sheets. Furthermore, these sheets were used to cap 
the compression to 20±5% of the nominal GDL thickness during fuel cell assembly. 
Further details of the materials used are given in our previous work [45], and the only 
component different in the present work is the LSR GDLs.  
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Test apparatus and operation 
To enable AST operation and periodic in-situ XCT imaging, a small-scale FC 
hardware was developed, as illustrated in Figure 1 [47]. This miniature fixture comprised 
of a single cell FC featuring graphitic flow field plates with two parallel, 1 mm wide, semi-
circular channels on both anode and cathode sides operated in co-flow mode. The X-ray 
transparent fixture housed an operational small sized MEA with electrical, heating, and 
tubing connections embedded in the plates. The material used for the plates was 
compressed resin impregnated graphite/carbon, which facilitated good transmission of X-
rays while allowing adequate resolution and facilitating good conduction of heat and 
electricity. Prior to the operation, external and internal leak tests were performed by 
pressurizing the FC under impassable channels with air. Leaks within the FC 
compartments and out of the cell were checked. Detailed descriptions of the parts, 
capabilities, and connections of the small fixture are elaborated in our previous works 
[34,46,47]. The FC was operated using a custom designed Greenlight Innovation® G40 
fuel cell test station, which was calibrated for the reduced flows required for this small 
scale MEA [44]. 
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Figure 1: Expanded view of the miniature fuel cell fixture showing the dissection of various 
components, based on Ref. [48]. b) Representative contour of the small fixture housed 
within the XCT system.  
Accelerated stress testing 
For the present study, a modified version of accelerated mechanical stress test 
(AMST) protocol was used to achieve pure mechanical membrane degradation [43,44]. 
Briefly, the protocol consists of two-minute wet (super saturated) and two-minute dry (0% 
inlet gas RH) phases with 0.5 slpm N2 flow on both anode and cathode sides. The inlet 
cell temperature was maintained at 80°C through the entire AMST procedure. No in-situ 
cell conditioning or diagnostics were done to avoid introduction of chemical stress, and 
thus maintaining a purely mechanical form of degradation throughout the test.   
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X-ray computed tomography 
The internal features of the MEA components within the small-scale fixture were 
visualized using a ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa® XCT system (Figure 1b). The XCT system 
was operated at 80 kV and 7 W rating, using a low energy X-ray filter. The small-scale 
fixture was mounted on the rotating sample stage at 27 mm and 30 mm from the X-ray 
source and detector, respectively. This configuration enabled a pixel resolution of 1.59 
µm. To obtain sufficient intensity around the membrane section, each XCT projection was 
obtained for 5 s interval and a total of 1601 projections were obtained in each scan. In 
addition, high aspect ratio tomography (HART) feature was adopted to enhance the overall 
image quality in the extremities of the angular rotation. After obtaining the XCT projections, 
ZEISS XMReconstructor® software was used to reconstruct the tomographic data sets. A 
field of view (FOV) of 3.2 mm × 3.2 mm was captured around the inlet section of the MEA 
at various stages of the mechanical membrane degradation AMST. Prior to starting the 
imaging acquisitions, the fuel cell fixture inside the XCT scanner was equilibrated under 
constant ambient dew point (DP) N2 gas purge for 2 h at ambient room temperature. Five 
separate XCT scans of identical MEA locations were obtained from beginning of life (BOL) 
until the end of test (EOT), i.e., 4000 AMST cycles, at an interval of every 1000 cycles. In 
addition, the BOL and EOT states were imaged under wet conditions to study the 
membrane’s hydration dependent dynamics. Further details of this imaging procedure are 
elaborated elsewhere [43].  
Finite Element Model 
To understand the interaction between the CCM and a void in the GDL, a multi-
physics finite element model (FEM) was employed to simulate the hygro-thermo-
mechanical fuel cell operation. The model used here was adapted from our recent work 
[49] and has been modified to consider the effect of contact interaction between the CCM 
and GDL. The simulation domain of the model consists of a two-dimensional plane strain 
representation of one half of the miniaturized fuel cell geometry, considering the cell 
symmetry, as illustrated in Figure 2. The model consists of the polymer membrane 
sandwiched between the catalyst and gas diffusion layers from both sides. The material 
properties used for the membrane are based on a previously developed modified version 
of constitutive G’Sell-Jonas model, which takes into consideration the viscoelastic-plastic 
constitutive response of the membrane and further accounts for its time, temperature, and 
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humidity dependent behavior. The CLs were modeled as linear elastic and assumed to be 
bonded with the membrane. The GDLs were modeled as linear elastic orthotropic and the 
interface between the GDL and CCM permitted relative sliding (non bonded). The GDL 
substrate and MPL was modeled as a single entity with uniform mechanical properties. 
Thermal expansion was considered for all components, whereas membrane was the only 
component assumed to incur hygral swelling. The physical behavior along with 
appropriate references to various properties used for the modeled components are 
summarized in Table 1. 
 
Figure 2: a) Representative 2D cross-sectional geometry for the finite element fuel cell 
model and b) cross-sectional image of the MEA as observed during XCT visualization. 
Based on the microstructural observations from XCT, an imperfection in the form of a void 
























membrane under the test conditions. The effect of different void sizes was then 
investigated to understand the critical behavior that leads to membrane deformation near 
a void. To simulate fuel cell operation, the model assembly was first compressed at the 
land region by a known displacement of around 60 µm. A single wet/dry cycle based on 
the AMST conditions consistent with the experiments was simulated for the model. The 
resulting mechanical response is discussed in the upcoming section. 
 
Table 1: Physical properties of various components in the finite element model. 
Properties Component 
 Membrane CL GDL 
Mechanical Viscoelastic-Plastic [49] Linear Elastic [50] Linear Elastic, 
Orthotropic 
[51,52] 
Hygral Isotropic [53] 








Assumed not to 
swell 
Assumed not to 
swell 
Thermal Isotropic 
𝛼= 3.4x10-4 K-1 [53] 
Isotropic  
𝛼= 3.4x10-4 K-1 
[53] 
Isotropic  
 α= 0.8x10-6 K-1  
[53] 
 
Results and Discussion 
The pure mechanical AMST protocol was applied to the MEA housed inside the 
small-scale FC fixture which was periodically scanned using the XCT system. This 
enabled 4D (i.e., three spatial and one time dimensions) tracking of the same MEA 
locations to monitor the membrane damage initiation and growth over the cycling time. 
XCT scans were collected in a relatively dry state at BOL and after 1000, 2000, 3000, and 
4000 (EOT) AMST cycles. Previous work with high surface roughness (HSR) GDL had 
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shown significant through-thickness membrane crack development after 2000 cycles of 
the same wet/dry cycling AMST [45]. In contrast, the present work with LSR GDL did not 
reveal any membrane cracks up to 2000 cycles, and accordingly, the AMST was continued 
until sufficient development of membrane cracks by 4000 cycles. In addition, to 
understand the swelling and shrinking behavior of the membrane at the initial and 
degraded states, the hydrated state of the membrane was visualized at both BOL and 
EOT. The upcoming sections elaborate the results obtained from the experimental 4D 
visualization approach and correlate those with the finite element simulations.  
Membrane crack development  
Representative planar views of the membrane extracted from the XCT scans at 
BOL and after 4000 cycles are shown in Figure 3. As expected, the membrane at BOL 
was free of any damage. With wet/dry cycling, the planar view at EOT revealed significant 
membrane cracks, which is known to be the predominant failure mode in an ionomer 
membrane during pure mechanical degradation [41,44]. Crack frequency within the MEA 
can be quantified as crack density, i.e., number of cracks per unit planar area [42]. The 
membrane crack density after 4000 cycles was found to be 8 cracks/mm2. Most of the 
membrane cracks exhibited I-shaped morphology, which typifies the underlying pure 
mechanical degradation and absence of any major chemical stressors [41]. Spatially, over 
90% of the through-thickness membrane cracks were confined primarily under the channel 
regions and, in agreement with published literature, suggests intensified mechanical 
membrane degradation in these regions [44]. Previous modeling works [14,16,54,55] have 
also shown that the uncompressed channel regions are prone to membrane crack 
formation during the RH cycling. Similar micro-cracks have also been reported in a large-
scale technical cell after undergoing a similar RH cycling AMST in the absence of chemical 
stressors [12]. The planar views show the location and distribution of membrane cracks, 
whereas cross-sectional slices facilitate identification of the through-plane crack reach and 
their interaction with the adjacent components in x and y directions. Figure 3c shows 
periodic tracking of an identical cross-section under the channel region during various life 
stages of the cycling procedure, as per the location indicated in Figure 3a. The cross-
sectional views show early crack development in the CCL after the first 1000 wet/dry 
cycles. Multiple CCL cracks developed, which grew in both in-plane and through-plane 
directions between 1000 and 3000 cycles and then initiated a few partial membrane cracks 
at the end of 3000 cycles. With progressive cycling, these partial membrane cracks grew 
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in size and formed through-thickness membrane cracks at EOT. This observation agrees 
with the theory that the crack development process occurs in two steps inside the ionomer 
membranes, namely: (i) crack initiation; and (ii) crack propagation [17,55,56]. The through-
thickness membrane cracks are known to contribute to membrane failure as they facilitate 
gas crossover across the membrane, thereby compromising the overall lifetime and 
durability of an operational fuel cell [57]. Furthermore, the non-linear crack growth in time 
that accelerates during the later stages of RH cycling, as observed in the present work, 
agrees with previous published results for both large-scale cells [16] and similar miniature 
cells [43,44].  
 
Figure 3: Virtually extracted planar views of the membrane at a) BOL and b) EOT (4000 
cycles), i.e., before and after the wet/dry cycling AMST, respectively. c) Periodic identical-
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location cross-sectional views of the MEA at the indicated location during various stages 
of cycling.  
In situ characterization capability allows to visualize the MEA under wet state which 
aids understanding of the hydration-induced structural changes of the ionomer membrane 
[43]. Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional images of the EOT dry and wet structure of the 
MEAs with LSR and HSR GDLs, respectively. In both MEAs at EOT, i.e., after membrane 
crack formation, the membrane swelled due to water sorption leading to increase in 
thickness and reduced crack area along with wrinkling into adjacent GDL pore cavities. 
This wrinkle deformation is caused by membrane/CCM buckling due to its in-plane 
expansion during the wet phase. While both MEAs demonstrate swelling that caused the 
CCMs to buckle into the GDL voids, the buckling effect for the HSR MEA was more 
pronounced as compared to the LSR MEA. This difference is likely due to the wider and 
deeper pores as well as the thinner MPL in the HSR GDL. Previous works have also 
shown that the gaps at the interface between the CCL and MPL, which are shown to 
influence the CCM deformation herein, are governed by variations in the MPL surface 
profile [20,58,59]. 
 
Figure 4: Cross-sections of MEAs with a) LSR GDL and b) HSR GDL [45] imaged during 
ambient and wet conditions after EOT. The EOT for LSR MEA was 4000 wet/dry cycles, 
while that for HSR MEA was 2000 wet/dry cycles.   
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Membrane crack interaction with catalyst layers 
The 3D XCT approach enables in-depth investigation of the interactions between 
different components of the MEA during degradation [43,44]. In the present work, this is 
achieved by tracking the damage densities of individual MEA layers during the wet/dry 
cycling process, as shown in Figure 5a. As mentioned earlier, no membrane cracks were 
observed up to 2000 cycles. At BOL, the fresh membrane is expected to be free of damage 
or deformities. However, with progressive cycling, membrane cracks developed in the later 
stages of the applied AMST. The through-thickness membrane crack density was 2 and 
8 cracks/mm2 after 3000 and 4000 cycles, respectively. In contrast to the membrane, the 
CLs could develop cracks during the initial preparation and handling procedure. A low 
crack CCL was adopted here, and hence, the CCL crack density at pre-operational state 
was less than 2 cracks/mm2. During the initial AMST phase, i.e., up to 2000 cycles, there 
was a major rise in the CCL crack density to 23 cracks/mm2 as a result of wet/dry cycling. 
With further cycling from 2000 to 3000 cycles, the CCL crack density doubled to 48 
cracks/mm2 along with initial membrane crack formation during the same period. It is thus 
evident that CCL crack development preceded the membrane crack formation and was 
more extensive than that of the membrane. By comparison, the HSR MEA developed 5 
membrane cracks/mm2 after 2000 wet/dry cycles, which is significantly higher than in the 
LSR MEA at the same AMST stage [45]. This suggests that although the membrane 
cracks were the primary failure mode due to mechanical degradation in both studies, the 
membrane through-thickness crack initiation and subsequent development was 
significantly delayed with the use of LSR GDLs.     
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Figure 5: Tracking of through-thickness crack densities within the individual layers of the 
MEA made with LSR GDLs from BOL to 4000 wet/dry AMST cycles. (ACL: anode catalyst 
layer, CCL: cathode catalyst layer) b) Planar slices of the anode MPL, CCL, and 
corresponding membrane plane taken from a particular location under the channel region 
at different life stages of wet/dry cycling for the LSR GDL MEA. c) Overall through-
thickness CCL crack area relative to the total active area at different cycling stages for 
both HSR and LSR GDL based MEAs.  
Visualizing the same location in different MEA layers enables the tracking of the 
membrane crack initiation, development, and interaction process with the adjacent layers 
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at critical life stages. Figure 5b shows the identical planar locations of the CCL and 
membrane planes during the cycling procedure until 4000 cycles (EOT). As mentioned 
earlier, the CCL cracks at BOL were negligible. Up to 2000 cycles, no membrane cracks 
were observed in the membrane plane; however, several crack clusters had developed in 
the CCL within that timeframe. In other words, predominant CCL crack initiation occurred 
in the early cycling phase. With progressive cycling, the originated CCL cracks propagated 
into the membrane plane, as indicated by the identical crack geometries in both layers at 
EOT. It is inferred that the initial crack formation on the CCL surface had created favorable 
conditions for membrane crack development in the later stages of cycling. This is likely 
due to the local stress concentration effects at CL crack sites where membrane cracks 
tend to initiate and develop over time. Similar observation was also reported by Singh et 
al. [44] for a gas diffusion electrode (GDE)-based MEA, where the crack geometry on the 
membrane surface resembled that of propagated damage features in the CCL. The 
membrane cracks which penetrate through the adjacent CLs facilitate gas crossover, and 
thus compromise the overall fuel cell performance and durability. Given the strong 
interaction between CL and membrane cracks, as discussed above, this crossover 
development is influenced by the CL crack coverage area, which is a function of the crack 
density along with the individual crack lengths and widths. For instance, Figure 5c shows 
the overall through-thickness CCL crack coverage area at different life stages for MEAs 
made with LSR and HSR GDLs. At BOL, the CCL crack areas for both MEA configurations 
were negligible, and hence, not shown here. For the MEA with LSR GDL, the CCL crack 
area after the initial cycling phase, i.e., 2000 cycles, was less than 1% of the total active 
area. With progressive cycling, there was a gradual rise to around 3% of the active area 
by EOT. This CCL crack growth is significantly slower and less severe than the 
corresponding observations for the HSR MEA, wherein over 4% crack area was observed 
after merely 2000 cycles. In addition, the membrane crack area for HSR MEA was around 
2% after 2000 AMST cycles, while no membrane cracks were observed in the present 
work. This observation reaffirms the mitigating role of LSR GDLs against the mechanical 
degradation of the MEA, not only in the membrane but also in the CLs. Overall, the linear 
trend in the crack area growth correlates with the crack density rise in the CCL during the 
AMST cycling. 
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Impact of MPL features on membrane crack development 
The relevance of structural features within the MEA layers on its degradation can 
be characterized using the XCT technique, which enables improved understanding of the 
damage development process. An XCT-based 4D visualization approach was adopted 
herein to investigate the mitigatory effect of using a GDL with LSR, as compared to a HSR 
GDL, on the membrane mechanical degradation process. Figure 6 shows cross-sectional 
and planar views of representative membrane fracture sites within the LSR and HSR 
MEAs at EOT. Both MEA configurations showed interaction of membrane crack 
development process with the location of adjoining anode GDL features; specifically, 
membrane cracks were formed at or near pre-existing anode GDL features. For the HSR 
GDL, Singh et al. [45] have shown that the GDL voids facilitate membrane fracture through 
localized buckling of CCM into these irregularities. The relatively lower density and 
different geometry of MPL cracks in the LSR GDL was observed to reduce the severity of 
CCM buckling (and associated membrane fracture) as its bulge height in the MPL cracks 
is lower, as observed in the wet images of Figure 4. In addition, the thicker MPL utilized 
in the LSR GDL likely acted as a buffer layer and provided structural rigidity to 
prevent/delay the onset of membrane cracks, as shown in the cross-sectional images of 
Figure 6a. Furthermore, the LSR GDL likely enabled a greater uniformity of the 
compressive pressure on the MEA, and thereby delayed its onset of crack initiation since 
the smoother MPL can simultaneously minimize the contact resistance and reduce 
mechanical pressure peaks leading to a reduced MEA crack formation. The contact 
resistance can be reduced by maintaining high contact pressure between the plates and 
GDLs. However, inhomogeneous compression could interfere with the key properties of 
GDL such as diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and porosity [60–63].  
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Figure 6: Representative membrane fracture sites at EOT of the MEAs with a) LSR and 
b) HSR GDLs. The planar views show the anode MPL and membrane planes indicated in 
the corresponding cross sections. Both images are sub-sections extracted from locations 
under the channel.  
The CCM buckling also had a direct influence on the CL crack formation. For 
instance, CCL cracks were induced under pre-existing anode GDL cracks and pores for 
both LSR and HSR MEAs. These CL cracks subsequently expanded into membrane 
cracks upon further wet/dry cycling, i.e., sustained cyclic membrane swelling and 
contraction and associated dynamic buckling events. It is noteworthy that membrane 
cracks formed via CCL cracks due to buckling into anode GDL voids were far more 
frequent than membrane cracks formed via ACL cracks due to buckling into cathode GDL 
voids, despite both GDLs being the same material. This suggests that the CCL has a more 
influential role than the ACL in the mechanical stability of the MEA in the context of 
buckling induced failure, presumably due to its greater thickness.  
FEM simulation results 
The results obtained from simulating the finite element fuel cell model using the 
relevant AMST conditions are presented in this section. The initial clamping displacement 
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compresses the GDLs at the land regions and introduces compressive stresses in the 
membrane. With the increase in the membrane water content from the reference dry 
condition to saturated conditions during the AMST, the ionomer membrane swells in both 
in-plane and through-thickness directions. Due to the planar constraints at the two edges, 
the compressive stresses in the membrane increase. This is accompanied by a reduction 
in the membrane stiffness which is defined as a function of relative humidity and 
temperature in the model. At a certain critical value of the compressive stresses, the 
membrane is observed to buckle into the anode-side GDL void as shown in Figure 7a. 
This is accompanied by an increase in the effective plastic strain, especially in the regions 
where the membrane deformation is highest. Upon dehydration, the membrane retracts 
from the buckled state towards the initial state, except for the irreversible inelastic 
deformation that it accumulates over the load cycle. The membrane buckling leads to a 
state of tension-compression in the two opposite surfaces of CCM at the point of maximum 
buckling displacement as shown in Figure 7c. On the concave side, the CCL is crushed 
due to high compressive stresses that develop as a result of buckling. As the membrane 
retracts from the buckling state, the compressive stresses are relaxed. The CCM’s 
repeated buckling in and out of the GDL void is likely responsible for the development of 
cracks in the CL [21,22] that propagate over time into the membrane through the interface, 





Figure 7: Finite element simulation of the miniature fuel cell subjected to an AMST cycle, 
showing the effective plastic strain in the membrane at the end of the wet phase for a) 
large and b) small anode GDL voids located under the channel. a) Membrane buckles-in 
when the void size is greater than a critical size, whereas in b) the membrane does not 
buckle-in when the void size is smaller than the critical size. Also shown are the contours 
for the in-plane stress in the membrane (c-d) for c) large and d) small void, highlighting 







The effect of GDL void size is investigated by repeating the simulations for several 
different void dimensions. It is observed that below a certain void size, the membrane 
does not buckle into the void when subjected to the same hygral conditions (see Figure 
7b, d). This is expected because for a planar structure to buckle under given compressive 
forces, the critical state is a function of the geometry (in addition to material stiffness). 
Specifically, the ratio between the unsupported length and the thickness determines 
whether buckling takes place or not. The bulge height (or the maximum buckling 
displacement) and the maximum effective plastic strain increase with an increase in void 
dimensions, with a certain critical zone that defines the transition to buckling behavior of 
the membrane, as shown in Figure 8a. The state of tension-compression in the membrane 
at the point of maximum buckling displacement (that occurs at the end of wet phase) is 
shown through the magnitude of maximum in-plane stress in Figure 7c. Furthermore, in 
Figure 8b, the results show that for smaller void sizes, the membrane stresses are 
compressive with a much smaller gradient between top and bottom regions. As the void 
size is increased beyond the critical dimensions, the difference in the stress at the anode 
and cathode sides also increases and tensile stresses appear on the convex side of the 
membrane. The maximum compressive stresses in the CCL are also observed to increase 
non-linearly in the same critical fashion beyond certain void dimensions, as shown in 
Figure 8c. Although only elastic properties were used for the CL but based on the semi-
empirically deduced nominal yield behavior of the electrode material as reported in 
literature [64], it could be construed that the CL incurs plastic deformation and ultimately 
fractures over several cycles of loading and unloading. These observations from the model 
correlate with the experimental findings, as the HSR MEA with an average pore diameter 
of around ~100 µm had demonstrated enhanced buckling that led to CL fracture followed 
by membrane fracture. On the contrary, the lower bulge height and reduced MPL crack 
coverage, meaning better contact within the LSR MEA delayed CL fracture and mitigated 
the overall membrane crack development. In addition, it could be speculated that the low 
MPL crack width directly reduced the CCM buckling.  
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Figure 8: Compiled results from the finite element simulations obtained at the end of the 
wet phase (or maximum buckling displacement) for various anode GDL void sizes. a) 
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Maximum value of the effective plastic strain in the membrane and the bulge height of the 
buckled membrane. The zone of critical void size is highlighted on the x-axis and the bulge 
height is defined as shown in the inset. b) Maximum in-plane stress at the anode and 
cathode side of the buckled membrane. c) Maximum compressive stress in the CCL. 
Conclusions 
4D in-situ visualization of pure mechanical membrane degradation was carried out 
using a small-scale fuel cell fixture which enables same-location tracking of the membrane 
degradation process at different life stages. This novel methodology demonstrated that 
low surface roughness GDLs have significant mitigatory impact on mechanical membrane 
degradation in fuel cells. Specifically, a doubling of the AMST lifetime was achieved 
compared to the baseline high surface roughness GDL. The primary membrane failure 
mode during the wet/dry cycling AMST was membrane fracture preceded by CCL fracture 
associated with locally elevated stress and strain. The membrane crack formation 
occurred preferentially under the uncompressed channel regions while strongly interacting 
with the structural deformities in the MPL region of the GDL. Buckling deformation of the 
MEA with low surface roughness was significantly suppressed compared to the high 
surface roughness MEA, owing to the thick and smooth MPL of the low surface roughness 
MEA.  In addition, the CCL had a more dominant role than the ACL to maintain the 
mechanical stability with respect to the CCM buckling effect. Complementary FEM 
simulations showed that cyclic CCM buckling onto the GDL cavities led to a state of 
tension-compression, causing crack development at the CL and membrane surfaces. In 
addition, the membrane’s simulated bulge height and effective plastic strain were found to 
be related to the critical geometry-dependent buckling behavior of the membrane. The 
simulation results also revealed that the critical GDL pore radius for CCM buckling to occur 
was ~80 μm, which is consistent with the experimental observations of membrane crack 
formation under the adopted AMST conditions. Overall, the new findings from this work 
illustrate the unique advantage of XCT visualization methodology in gaining an extensive 
understanding of various degradation mitigation factors through capturing of critical failure 
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Abstract 
Repetitive hygrothermal fluctuations cause mechanical membrane degradation in fuel 
cells, which requires mitigation for longevity. Part 1 of this work demonstrated that gas 
diffusion layers (GDLs) with low surface roughness can improve lifetime by reducing 
harmful buckling phenomena during wet/dry cycling. As a second novel mitigation 
approach in the present work (Part 2), the catalyst coated membrane (CCM) is bonded 
with the GDLs to eliminate relative motion and further curb mechanical degradation. A 
custom miniaturized fuel cell fixture is used within a laboratory-based X-ray computed 
tomography system to visualize the membrane degradation process during wet/dry 
cycling. Compared to a non-bonded baseline cell, membrane buckling is shown to be 
completely arrested with bonding and lead to a two-fold increase in lifetime. Membrane 
crack development is still observed as the key failure mode, preceded by cathode catalyst 
layer fracture. However, the root causes are related to bonding irregularities and 
compressive impingement of GDL fibers rather than membrane buckling. Complementary 
finite element simulations of a representative fuel cell assembly are carried out to 
fundamentally establish the favorable effect of improved CCM-GDL adhesion on 
membrane durability. Overall, the improved adhesion of the bonded cell provided 




Keywords: fuel cell; membrane; durability; X-ray computed tomography; adhesion; 
mechanical degradation. 
Introduction  
Fuel cell membranes under operational environment can undergo three main types 
of degradation, namely, i) chemical [1,2], ii) mechanical [3], and iii) thermal degradation 
[4]. Of these types, the mechanical membrane degradation is known to be commonly 
related to failure and significantly detrimental to fuel cell durability. This is primarily 
attributed to key failure modes such as cracks [5] and creep [6], which could lead to gas 
crossover through the membrane that compromises the overall cell performance and 
durability. The interaction with adjacent components is a key factor influencing the 
membrane mechanical degradation [7]. The proton exchange membrane tends to swell 
and shrink depending on hygrothermal fluctuations within the membrane electrode 
assembly (MEA). The membrane swelling/shrinkage process introduces interactions with 
the design and microstructure of adjoining catalyst layer (CL) and gas diffusion layer 
(GDL) components, such as non-uniform mechanical stress development [8–10], that 
could affect eventual membrane failure.  
Failure analysis pertinent to fuel cell components using X-ray computed 
tomography (XCT) was introduced as an advantageous approach compared to the 
traditional methods of electron microscopy. Some of the key benefits of XCT are: i) it 
allows for three-dimensional (3D) investigation of material microstructure; ii) it is non-
invasive in nature; and iii) it requires minimal sample preparation. XCT was successfully 
used to perform post mortem 3D failure analysis of the fuel cell components such as CL 
[11,12], GDL [13–15], and ionomer membrane [16–18]. More recently, our group 
developed a custom miniature fuel cell [19] compatible with non-destructive XCT imaging, 
which enables tracking of identical MEA locations over degradation time to achieve a 4D 
visualization workflow, i.e., three dimensions in space and one in time [20,21]. 4D studies 
pertinent to mechanical degradation of ionomer membranes showed the direct influence 
of CL cracks and interfacial delamination on membrane damage initiation and propagation 
[9,10]. A recent 4D study with a non-reinforced membrane captured membrane buckling 
phenomena, wherein the hygrally expanding catalyst coated membrane (CCM) displaced 
into the adjoining GDL pore spaces during a wet/dry cycling protocol [7], and significant 
membrane failures were found to develop at these buckling sites. 
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The most common MEA preparation technique is direct coating or decal transfer 
of catalyst layers onto the membrane to form a CCM followed by layered assembly of 
GDLs on either side. This method is amenable to mass production and known to improve 
the ionic conductivity between CL and membrane [22]. Otherwise, poor interfacial contact 
between the CL and membrane may reduce overall cell performance [23,24] and facilitate 
membrane degradation leading to early failure. Goulet et al. [25] showed that membrane 
expansion and contraction is controlled by its confinement within the MEA. Adoption of 
mechanical reinforcements has shown to improve membrane stability by reducing the in-
plane expansion in favor of through-plane swelling [26–28]. Another approach to reduce 
in-plane expansion is by adopting MEA bonding, most commonly through a hot-pressing 
procedure that applies mechanical compression at elevated temperature. For instance, 
Hack et al. [29] compared hot-pressed and self-assembled MEAs [30] and observed 
improved lamination but no major changes in cell performance or catalyst layer durability, 
whereas membrane durability was not evaluated. Several works in literature studied the 
impact of different hot-pressing conditions [31–34] such as temperature, time, and 
pressure and on the MEA structure and performance [35]. Furthermore, Uchiyama et al. 
[36] demonstrated that the compression related static friction force within the MEA may 
influence the extent of deformation upon swelling.  
The present work is a two-part series on mitigation of mechanical membrane 
degradation in fuel cells, focusing on component interaction effects within an MEA with 
non-reinforced membrane. In the first part of this series [8], an MEA comprising of GDLs 
with low surface roughness was evaluated as a novel strategy to mitigate mechanical 
membrane degradation. In the present work (Part 2), a second mitigation technique is 
proposed by establishing uniform CL-GDL bonding via CCM lamination through decal 
transfer to evade delamination and CCM buckling. Since crack initiation and propagation 
are known to be influenced by free movement of the CCM [7,8], this technique aims to 
mitigate or delay the membrane crack formation during an accelerated mechanical stress 
test (AMST) for membrane degradation. Similar to Part 1 [8], XCT enabled 4D identical-
location tracking within a miniature fuel cell is utilized in order to understand the membrane 
degradation modes and mechanisms over time. Detailed analysis is performed to evaluate 
the impact of adopting the present mitigation approach against a non-bonded, self-
assembled baseline cell. Furthermore, fundamental support of the experimental findings 




Each MEA used in this work comprised of a CCM and two GDLs. The CCM was 
made of a non-reinforced Nafion® NRE211 perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer 
membrane coated with catalyst layers consisting of 50/50% Pt/carbon ratio and PFSA 
ionomer [7,8]. A cathode catalyst layer (CCL) with a low crack density was adopted in the 
present work due to the adverse impact of such cracks on membrane mechanical 
durability [7]. The anode and cathode GDLs were made up of teflonated Avcarb® carbon 
paper substrate coated with a microporous layer (MPL). The lamination of the MEA 
components was improved by hot-pressing using Instron® 5569 apparatus at 150ºC under 
1.4 MPa compression pressure for 3 min [10]. Figure 1 shows cross-sectional XCT views 
of the MEA before and after the bonding process, wherein the post bonded MEA shows 
improved CCM-GDL lamination and contact, including localized membrane creep into 
adjacent GDL voids. These images do not represent identical locations.  
 
Figure 1: Cross sectional XCT views of the MEA a) before and b) after the bonding 
procedure. The cross-sectional images shown are representative of the general 
microstructure but are not acquired at identical locations.  
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Fuel cell operation  
A small-scale fuel cell hardware was used to enable AMST operation and periodic 
in situ XCT imaging. This miniature fixture comprised of a single fuel cell of 9 mm x 4 mm 
active area with gases flowing in co-flow mode through two parallel, straight, semi-circular 
channels of graphitic flow field plates on both anode and cathode sides. The fixture 
housing the small MEA is X-ray transparent and equipped with electrical, heating, and 
tubing connections to enable complete fuel cell operation. The material used for the plates 
was compressed graphite/carbon impregnated with resin, which enabled an efficient 
transmission of X-rays, adequate XCT imaging resolution, and high thermal and electrical 
conduction. Before operation, external and internal leak tests were performed by 
pressurizing the setup under impassable channels with air. Detailed description of the 
parts, capabilities, and connections of the experimental setup are elaborated in our 
previous works [19,37,38]. The fuel cell was operated using a Greenlight Innovation® G40 
fuel cell test station which was calibrated for the reduced flows required for this small scale 
MEA [9]. A modified AMST protocol [3] was adopted in the present work to achieve pure 
mechanical membrane degradation through relative humidity (RH) cycling [9,10]. The 
AMST protocol was performed at 80°C cell temperature with each RH cycle consisting of 
two-minute wet (150% inlet gas RH) and two-minute dry (0% inlet gas RH) phases, 
respectively, of 0.5 slpm N2 flow on both anode and cathode sides. To maintain pure 
mechanical form of degradation, no electrochemical conditioning or diagnostics were 
performed in order to completely eliminate any chemical stressor development during the 
AMST [9,10].  
XCT imaging 
A Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa® micro-XCT system was used to achieve identical 
location imaging facilitated by the small-scale fuel cell setup. The fuel cell hardware was 
mounted on a rotating sample base at a distance of 27 mm and 30 mm from the X-ray 
source and detector, respectively, to obtain a pixel resolution of 1.59 µm. To obtain 
sufficient intensity around the membrane section, each XCT projection was acquired over 
a 5 s interval and a total of 1601 projections were obtained in each tomography scan. After 
obtaining the XCT projections, Zeiss XMReconstructor® software was used to reconstruct 
the tomographic data sets. A field of view (FOV) of 3.2 mm × 3.2 mm was captured around 
the inlet section of the MEA at various stages of the mechanical membrane degradation 
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protocol. Prior to starting the imaging acquisitions, the fuel cell fixture inside the XCT 
scanner was equilibrated under constant ambient temperature and dew point N2 gas flow 
for 2 h. Separate, periodic XCT scans of identical MEA locations were obtained from the 
beginning of life (BOL) until the end of test (EOT), i.e., 4500 AMST cycles. Furthermore, 
the fresh MEA at BOL and the degraded MEA at EOT were also imaged under highly 
saturated conditions to study the hydration dependent microstructural dynamics within the 
MEA. Further details of this imaging procedure and related image processing steps are 
elaborated in [10].  
Finite Element Model 
The effect of adhesion at the CCM-GDL interfaces on the membrane’s in situ 
mechanical response was investigated using a multi-physics FE based fuel cell model, 
similar to the one discussed in Part 1 [8]. While the overall miniature fuel cell geometry, 
material properties of various components, and applied load in the FE model were 
unchanged from the previous investigation on GDL surface roughness in Part 1, the 
additional role of adhesion at the CCM-GDL interfaces was simulated here using various 
magnitudes of surface friction, as shown in Figure 2. The GDLs were modeled as linear 
elastic orthotropic material with a thickness of 150 μm (compared to 235 μm for the SGL 
Sigracet® 29BC GDL used in Part 1). The GDL (including the MPL) was modeled as a 
single entity with homogeneous mechanical properties. The CLs were modeled as linear 
elastic and assumed to be bonded with the viscoelastic-plastic membrane to make the 
CCM. Thermal expansion was considered for all components, whereas membrane was 
the only component assumed to incur hygral swelling.  
Based on the microstructural observations from XCT, imperfections in the form of 
a void were introduced in the anode GDL to investigate their impact on the behavior of the 
membrane under the test conditions. The simulations were carried out for various CCM-
GDL interface conditions ranging from a slip-free condition (frictional coefficient, μ = 0) to 
a perfectly bonded configuration, with several intermediate values. The hygral 
displacement of membrane under RH modulation within the fuel cell assembly was 
investigated for all selected surface friction coefficients in the presence of anode GDL 
voids. The tendency of the membrane to buckle under such conditions was investigated 
and the critical condition for buckling was determined. To simulate fuel cell operation, the 
model assembly was first compressed at the land region by a known displacement of 
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around 60 µm. The membrane was then subjected to a single wet/dry cycle with conditions 
similar to the experimental AMST protocol, and the resulting mechanical response is 
discussed in the next section. 
 
Figure 2: Representative 2D cross-sectional geometry for the finite element fuel cell 
model. 
Results and Discussion 
The use of the small-scale, X-ray transparent fuel cell fixture facilitated 4D in situ 
XCT tracking of the identical MEA location during various life stages of the applied AMST 
protocol. Complete tomographic scans were collected at BOL and after 2000, 3000, 4000, 
and 4500 (EOT) wet/dry cycles of the AMST. In order to establish the impact of the 
adopted CCM-GDL bonding approach in mitigating mechanical membrane degradation, 
the present observations were compared against a previously reported work on non-
bonded, self-assembled MEAs [7] which underwent a similar AMST procedure. The 
following sections also compare the findings obtained from XCT microstructural 




















Figure 3: a) Planar XCT views of the membrane at BOL and after 4500 cycles (EOT) of 
the wet/dry cycling AMST. b) Cross-sectional XCT views of the MEA at three selected 
locations under the channel regions, as indicated in (a), measured at EOT. The gas 
diffusion layer (GDL), anode catalyst layer (ACL), membrane (M), and cathode catalyst 
layer (CCL) components are indicated in the cross-sectional view. (For interpretation of 
the references to color, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.) 
Membrane crack development   
The 3D XCT method allows to visualize the concurrent planar and cross-sectional 
views of the internal MEA features. Figure 3 shows the representative planar slices of the 
membrane at BOL and upon completion of 4500 wet/dry cycles at EOT. As expected, the 
membrane at BOL was a defect-free, blank canvas across the entire FOV. The EOT 
membrane, however, showed significant through-thickness membrane crack development 
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throughout most of the FOV under the channel regions and less frequently under the land 
regions (Figure 3b). Membrane fracture is known to be the main failure mode during 
mechanical degradation induced through wet/dry cycling, as seen in our previous works 
with both reinforced [10] and non-reinforced [3,7,9,16] membranes. A recent work with 
non-bonded CCM-GDL interface but similar MEA configuration and material composition 
had demonstrated ~2% membrane crack area post 2000 cycles of the same wet/dry 
cycling AMST [7]. However, the present work done with the additional CCM-GDL 
lamination step during MEA fabrication did not show any membrane cracks after 2000 
cycles. The cycling was continued until a substantial development of membrane cracks 
had occurred by 4500 cycles which was deemed as EOT. Membrane crack formation 
occurred most frequently under the channel regions. This observation is consistent with 
that in Part 1 as well with our earlier works involving both CCM and gas diffusion electrode 
(GDE) based MEA designs [9,10]. Modeling works based on mechanical degradation via 
the RH cycling protocol have also predicted the susceptibility of channel regions to 




Figure 4: Evolution of through-thickness crack density in each layer of the MEA during 
the AMST cycling from BOL to 4500 cycles. (ACL: anode catalyst layer, CCL: cathode 
catalyst layer) 
The 3D XCT datasets acquired at various life stages enable a detailed numerical 
analysis of damage features, such as cracks, within each individual MEA layer. Crack 
density is one of the metrics to represent mechanical damage and is defined as the 
number of through-thickness cracks per unit examined area of the MEA [10]. For the MEA 
analyzed in the present work, Figure 4 shows the evolution of through-thickness crack 
density of each CCM layer across various cycling stages. As expected, the membrane 
was crack-free at BOL, while the ACL and CCL also had negligible number of BOL cracks 
due to the use of low crack density electrodes in this work. With wet/dry cycling, the central 
membrane did not show any through-thickness cracks up to 2000 cycles. Between 2000-
3000 cycles, the first few membrane cracks were detected, with a membrane crack density 
of 2 cracks/mm2 after 3000 cycles. With further cycling, an exponential increase in 
membrane crack density was observed resulting in 26 cracks/mm2 after 4500 cycles. 
Crack development in both CLs initiated during the first cycling phase, i.e., between BOL 
and 2000 cycles, with more than 90% of the cracks forming on the cathode side. Albeit 
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significant, the CCL crack area fraction of ~1% was still relatively modest compared to the 
4% crack area reported in [7]. The slightly decreasing trend of CCL crack density after 
2000 cycles was predominantly due to merging of existing cracks. Interestingly, this trend 
was inversely related to ACL and membrane cracks, as the densities of both ACL and 
membrane cracks increased with decreasing CCL crack density. 
The 4D XCT visualization workflow allows for tracking complementary planar and 
cross-sectional perspectives of identical locations which helps to unravel the membrane 
failure mechanism process at various AMST life stages. For instance, Figure 5 shows the 
identical location cross-sectional views of two particular membrane crack sites under the 
channel regions. Location #1 demonstrates a membrane location with slightly lower local 
thickness at BOL (Figure 5a) resulting from the MEA fabrication process as described in 
the ‘Experimental’ section. After 2000 cycles, a micro crack had initiated on the CCL 
surface. With further cycling up to 4000 cycles, a through-thickness membrane crack 
developed that spanned the entire CCM thickness. Such through-thickness CCM cracks 
are deemed to be fatal to fuel cell durability, as they could facilitate convective gas 
crossover, thus compromising the overall performance and lifetime of the fuel cell [43]. 
With further application of 500 more wet/dry cycles, the through-thickness cracks had 
grown wider by the EOT. However, during the saturated wet condition, the membrane 
crack closed likely from the ionomer’s hygral expansion. Similar swelling and crack closure 
phenomena have been previously demonstrated with the 4D in situ XCT technique 
[7,9,10]. On the other hand, Location #2 displays an MEA location bearing a relatively 
greater local membrane thickness at BOL. This is owing to the CCM creep during the MEA 
bonding process, as shown in Figure 1. Similar to Location #1, several CCL cracks had 
developed by 2000 wet/dry cycles. While membrane surface cracks initiated after ~3000 
cycles and grew in size with continuous cycling, this location did not form a through-
thickness membrane crack, possibly due to the greater local thickness, and may have 
required more AMST cycles for the cracks to fully span the membrane thickness. Another 
novel observation of Location #2, specifically in the wet state, is that full crack closure is 
feasible with this degradation mode despite asymmetric cracking, i.e., only partially 




Figure 5: Membrane crack initiation and development as observed by identical location 
cross-sectional XCT views of a) Location #1 and b) Location #2 (indicated in Figure 3) 
after various life stages of the AMST cycling process. (EOT = 4500 cycles) 
The XCT data also facilitates the understanding of crack reach within different 
layers of the MEA. Figure 6 shows the cross-sectional and planar views of Location #3 
during the AMST cycling procedure. The cross-sectional views show the identical location 
at BOL and upon application of 4500 cycles or EOT. The BOL location shows a slight GDL 
intrusion on the cathode side and the membrane also appears locally thin at the same 
location. Post 4500 cycles, a through-thickness CCM crack developed at this location. The 
XCT also allows to perform slice-by-slice inspection of the planar views, which enables 
investigation of damage reach within each CCM layer. Figure 6b shows the planar views 
of different CCM layers after 4500 cycles. The membrane crack shape was similar to the 
adjacent CCL crack. A closer examination revealed that the CCL crack was formed due 
to cathode GDL fiber impingement that influenced the eventual CCL and membrane crack 
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shapes. This observation is partly similar to that reported in our previous work done with 
GDE-based MEAs [9], wherein the membrane crack geometry resembled that of adjacent 
damage features developing in the CCL, while the role of GDL fiber impingement in CCL 
cracking is a new finding. 
 
 
Figure 6: a) Cross-sectional views of Location #3 (indicated in Figure 3) at BOL and 4500 
AMST cycles. b) Planar views of Location #3 at 4500 cycles. The planar views show the 
slices within different MEA components at 4500 cycles. (ACL: Anode catalyst layer, CCL: 
Cathode catalyst layer) 
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Mitigation of mechanical membrane degradation 
The CCM is known to swell due to water absorption and may undergo buckling to 
occupy the clearance/gaps in the adjoining GDLs within the MEA. This leads to crack 
formation in the CLs [9] due to its brittle nature and simultaneously the membrane 
accumulates plastic strain, as documented in Part 1 of this research [8]. Improving 
lamination and bonding quality between the CCM and GDL is one approach attempted in 
this work to mitigate or delay the membrane cracking by improving the interfacial contact 
between these MEA components. Figure 7 shows the membrane planes within three 
different MEA configurations, i.e., high crack density CCL without bonding, low crack 
density CCL without bonding, and low crack density CCL with bonding designs, after 
undergoing 2000 wet/dry cycles of a similar AMST protocol. Observations reported 
previously by Singh et al. [7] showed that the high crack density CCL without bonding led 
to 12% membrane crack area coverage after 2000 cycles. Membrane locations with a high 
crack coverage area are typically characterized by a higher length and width of the 
individual cracks and are thus capable of facilitating high convective gas crossover [10]. 
The strong influence of CL cracks on membrane crack development is well understood, 
and to overcome this, an MEA made with a low crack density CCL was further investigated 
by Singh et al. [7] through application of the similar mechanical degradation process. Their 
results demonstrated nearly six times reduction (or mitigation) in membrane crack area 
with the use of low crack density CCLs after 2000 wet/dry cycles, which was attributed to 
the lower ab initio defect density of the CCL design. The membrane failure process in their 
study was predominantly linked to buckling deformations of the non-bonded CCM into 
anode GDL void spaces and was also accompanied by CCL cracking at such sites likely 
due to the asymmetric nature of strain accumulation across the buckled CCM. To mitigate 
this failure-inducing buckling phenomenon, the present work combined into the MEA 
design the known benefit of low crack density CCL along with an additional bonding step 
between the CCM and GDLs. XCT results showed negligible membrane damage after 
2000 AMST cycles and even with continued cycling, less than 1% membrane crack 
coverage developed by 4500 cycles (Figure 7d).  Therefore, the present work clearly 
demonstrated the added mitigatory impact of the CCM-GDL bonding step compared to 
the previous non-bonded MEA configurations.  
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Figure 7: Planar membrane slices of separate MEA configurations having a) high crack 
CCL without bonding [7], b) low crack CCL without bonding, and c) low crack CCL with 
bonding process after 2000 wet/dry AMST cycles. d) Evolution of membrane crack areas 
of all three MEA configurations during the AMST. The two non-bonded MEAs were cycled 
up to 2000 cycles, while the present bonded MEA was cycled up to 4500 cycles.   
FEM simulation results 
The results obtained from finite element simulations of the multi-physics fuel cell 
model under the action of relevant AMST conditions are presented in this section. The 
displacement of the membrane under the assembly conditions was investigated in the 
presence of various void sizes implemented at the MPL side of the anode GDL. For each 
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void size, various values of frictional coefficient for the CCM-GDL interface were used to 
understand its impact on the resulting deformations. The compiled results from all 
simulations are shown in Figure 8. The basic mechanism of membrane deformation 
remains similar as discussed in Part 1 because of the similarity of external assembly 
constraints. The initial compression applied through the lands introduces compressive 
stresses in the membrane. Upon introduction of humidification, the membrane absorbs 
water and swells, giving rise to more compressive in-plane stresses owing to constraints 
at both planar ends. Therefore, in correspondence with the results shown in Figure 8 of 
Part 1, the membrane develops plastic deformation during a complete load swing from dry 
to saturated condition, even when there is no void in the GDL. However, upon introducing 
an MPL-side anode GDL void of successively increasing size, the effective plastic strain 
in the membrane increases significantly beyond a critical void size. This critical condition 
reflects buckling of the membrane into the GDL void. For the results corresponding to lack 
of CCM-GDL adhesion (or frictionless, µ = 0) there is a marked increase in the developed 
plastic strain in the membrane for larger void sizes beyond a certain critical value. Upon 
incremental increase of the adhesion at the CCM-GDL surface (µ = 0.05), the effective 
plastic strain was found to decrease significantly for all void sizes. This indicates that even 
with the slight introduction of frictional forces, the displacement of the membrane and 
hence its propensity to buckle into the GDL void is reduced. With further increase in the 
surface adhesion (µ = 0.10 and 0.90), the effective plastic strain was found to decrease 
further contributing to a potential mitigation of the crack development process. In the case 
of full adhesion (completely bonded) the membrane does not slide at the CCM-GDL 
interface and hence does not incur any additional plastic strain with increasing void sizes, 
beyond the plastic strain induced due to swelling. Thus, according to this simulation study, 
it is evident that higher adhesion reduces the ability of the membrane to slide at the CCM-
GDL interface and eventually prevents buckling into the GDL void. The reduction in the 
effective plastic strain in the CCM, when carried over multiple wet-dry cycles, could delay 
the onset of appearance of cracks on the outer CLs of the CCM. This delay leads to a late 
occurrence of the CL cracks entering the membrane that was also observed 
experimentally in this work for the MEA fabricated with CCM-GDL bonding. 
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Figure 8: Maximum value of the effective plastic strain in the membrane at the end of the 
wet phase in the presence of various sizes of a single MPL-side anode GDL void. Full 
simulation results are presented for five different CCM-GDL surface friction coefficients 





Using a miniature fuel cell fixture, a 4D in situ visualization workflow was achieved, 
which allowed non-destructive XCT monitoring of identical MEA locations at different 
stages of a wet/dry cycling AMST. The adopted approach enabled understanding of the 
mitigatory effect of using an MEA having both low crack CCL and bonded CCM-GDL 
interfaces against the mechanical membrane degradation process. The key membrane 
failure mode associated with the repetitive wet/dry cycles was development of through-
thickness membrane cracks. The membrane crack locations were generally associated 
with mild creep related MEA defects introduced during the CCM-GDL bonding step, that 
is, locally high and low membrane thickness sites. A strong interaction between membrane 
and electrode cracks was observed which is characteristic of the wet/dry cycling AMSTs, 
with dominant crack growth from CCL to membrane. In addition, the GDL fiber intrusion 
at the CCM surface was discovered to induce CCL crack and ultimately leading to 
membrane cracks. In comparison to a self-assembled MEA without CCM-GDL bonding, 
the bonded MEA showed 2X longer AMST lifetime which was attributed to the improved 
interfacial contact and arresting of the CCM buckling facilitated by the lamination 
procedure. Complementary FE simulations showed that an increase in the CCM-GDL 
frictional coefficient, which is representative of the interfacial adhesion quality, 
substantially decreases the effective plastic strain within the membrane during CCM 
swelling and buckling into the adjacent GDL void spaces. Therefore, the formation of CL 
cracks and henceforth membrane cracks are delayed or possibly even evaded, depending 
on the bonding quality. Future work could focus on optimizing the bonding process to 
minimize unintended defects, thereby offering further potential improvements in 
membrane durability and lifetime. Overall, the new findings reported herein were enabled 
through the considerable advantage of lab based XCT imaging technology in gaining an 
improved fundamental understanding of critical fuel cell failure modes and mechanisms 
across different developmental stages, which is recommended for future durability 
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